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The National Library of Israel (NLI) is presently undergoing an extensive process of 
renewal, the aim of which is to develop and adapt it to the twenty-first century. This 
process was initiated by the Law of the National Library 2007 and the Master Plan for 
the Renewal of the National Library, and will enable NLI to play a central role in the 
cultural and intellectual life of the citizens of the State of Israel and of the Jewish 
People worldwide. 

One of the principal elements of NLI’s renewal process is the formulation of a 
focused definition of the core collection areas. In the past, such a definition existed, 
but it was somewhat looser, and was to a large degree linked to the fact that the 
Library served as the humanities library of the Hebrew University of Jerusalem. As 
such, it was intended to meet the research needs of all branches of the humanities. 
The physical separation of the NLI from the Faculty of Humanities, which relocated 
to Mount Scopus with parts of the Library’s collections some thirty years ago, and 
the financial difficulties which accompanied the de facto splitting up of the Library 
left it in a state in which the scope of the collection was still fairly broad, but was 
practically impossible to fulfill. At the same time, the traditional strong points of 
the collections retained their force; due to historical and practical reasons, these 
were in the fields of Judaica and what used to be called “Oriental Studies”, including 
mainly Arabic and Middle Eastern Studies. Several committees, convened in order to 
examine the functioning and aims of the NLI, especially the International Committee 
(1996-1998) and the Zamir Committee (2004) recommended institutionalizing these 
traditional strong points as the NLI’s Core Collections, and to divide the material 
included in the Judaica Collection into two discrete parts: Judaica and Israel. 
Thus the Law of the National Library and the Master Plan defined three core areas 
in which NLI was to focus its collection activity, although not in equal depth and 
concentration: Judaica, Israel, and Islam and the Middle East. 

According to this new definition, material which is not clearly part of the core 
areas but is related to them is to be included in the General Humanities Collection. 

On the other hand, material which is either unconnected to the core areas or only 
very loosely related to them, such as the Far East Collection, is no longer part of 
NLI’s development policy. 

Materials other than those described above will be discussed at the end of this 
Introduction.

A. INTRODUCTION
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The “NLI Collection Development Policy Document” is the plan of action of NLI’s 
Department of Collections, and it is based on the recommendations of the Planning 
Committee which were formulated during the preparation of the Master Plan for 
Renewal, with the necessary adaptations. The chapters of this document were written 
by the curators of NLI’s three core collections and the curator of the General 
Humanities Collection. We have attempted to maintain a certain consistency, and 
for each Collection the following three elements will be presented: a description of 
the Collection; the guiding principle of the Collection, and the formats of the items 
collected. However, each Collection has its own unique aspects, and each curator his 
own style.

Once this document has been approved by the NLI Board of Directors, it will serve 
as a binding document guiding NLI collection policy. Nevertheless, to a certain extent 
the policy will remain open to changes and updates, based on conclusions drawn along 
the way and NLI’s changing needs. 

The policy regarding the Music and Sound Collection and the Archives is still 
being discussed and formulated; the parts of this document pertaining to these 
Collections should be considered non-final drafts.

The Collection development policy pertains to two main areas:
A. The development of the three Core Collections – Judaica, Israel, and Middle East 

and Islam; and the development of the General Humanities Collection, which can 
be called “the second circle” – some of the subjects included in it are related to 
the Core Collections, others are background topics in general history, such as 
Christianity and the history and culture of the Mediterranean Basin. 

B. The formats of the items collected: books in manuscript form (either originals, 
microfilms or scanned versions), printed books, archival materials, music and sound 
materials, databases and digital archives, and digital cooperation on Internet 
websites (initiated by NLI or in response to initiatives of other institutions). 
A distinction will be made between three types of formats: 1) Contemporary 

publications, whether print, digital or music; 2) Expensive digital items (digital 
databases and archives); 3) Rare items.

In addition, the financial capabilities of the Library as a factor influencing 
policy decisions should be mentioned. Above and beyond the purchase prices paid to 
suppliers (of all kinds), the costs of other tasks to be carried out by the Library must 
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be considered: item preservation, library processes (mainly registration, cataloguing 
and classifying the various items), maintenance and meeting the needs of the public 
using the Library. 

In collecting Library materials, special attention will be paid to NLI’s points 
of strength : the Department of Manuscripts and Institute of Microfilmed Hebrew 
Manuscripts, the Music Collection and Sound Archive, the Gershom Scholem Collection, 
the Eran Laor Cartographic Collection and the Israeli and Jewish Press Collections. 
NLI shall aspire to develop subjects related to the Core Collections that have not 
received due attention in the past. 

A. 1. The Core Collections and additional areas

1. Some publications can easily be defined as belonging to one of the Core Collections. 
Almost every publication in the Hebrew language or in Hebrew characters (publications 
pertaining to music or cinema, for example) will be defined as belonging either to 
the Judaica or the Israel Collections. There are, however, publications which do not 
belong to the Core Collections or whose relevance to the Collections must be carefully 
considered (this does not apply to items published in Israel, which by law must be 
deposited in the Library, regardless of their relevance to the Core Collections), for 
example: 
a) The Library does not acquire publications of a clearly technological and 

scientific nature, since these areas fall outside the scope of the Core Collections. 
Accordingly, the Library will not acquire contemporary scientific books 
written by Jewish authors if they do not include components related to 
Judaica or Israel Studies. 

b) Literary works (novels, poetry, drama) in languages other than Hebrew by a 
Jewish author, the contents of which have a tenuous connection to Judaica or 
Israel. In the case of such genres, the curators or selectors are not required to 
closely examine the contents of the work or its interpretation, but should rather 
adopt a broad approach and acquire the work in question. The same approach should 
be followed in the case of audio-visual publications.

A. INTRODUCTION
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c) The acquisition of books and journals normally published by Christian institutions, 
mainly including popular sermons on the Hebrew Bible or the Bible (the Hebrew 
Bible, the Deuterocanonical books and the New Testament), should be carefully 
considered.

d) As a rule, only individual issues of journals which cover broad topics (such as 
social sciences, religions) and which publish very few articles on Judaica or 
Israel will be acquired.

2) Regarding the Islam and Middle East Collection, the Library does not intend to 
collect comprehensively. Rather, the Library will build the best research and 
advanced studies collection in Israel and a very good collection according 
to international standards in this area, which will continue to attract scholars 
from Israel and abroad, as is the case today (see the chapter on the Islam and 
Middle East Collection).

3) The most complex area to define is that of the General Humanities Collection. 
The Master Plan does not lay down clear guidelines for this area, and it therefore 
must be more clearly defined. As a rule, it is suggested here to view the General 
Humanities Collection as supporting and complementing the Core Collections. 
A more detailed definition for collecting materials in the area of general 
humanities shall be based on the following principles:
a)  Background material on the history of the Jews in all countries of the 

Diaspora in all periods, and publications in the social sciences which 
support advanced publications specializing in the Core Collections’ 
materials, shall be acquired mainly at the level of basic information.

b)  Materials pertaining to the history and culture of the Mediterranean 
Basin, in the widest sense, shall be acquired. This area is the cradle of the 
development and growth of the cultures which are the roots of the culture of the 
lands and societies covered by the Core Collections – the three monotheistic 
religions and the Western culture of which we are a part: the literature, 
sciences, philosophy and art of the Ancient Near East (Egypt, Mesopotamia, 
Canaan), Greece and Rome. This dictates a carefully-considered but fairly 
broad scope of collection of sources and research concerning the Ancient 
Near East, concerning classical cultures and philosophy and concerning the 
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history of the non-Muslim Mediterranean Basin (Byzantium, Italy, Spain). Due 
attention will be given to topics closely related to areas covered by the Core 
Collections, such as the Crusades. 

c)  Expanding the collection of materials pertaining to Western culture 
beyond these geographical and topical definitions, mainly in regard to 
materials dealing with the history and philosophy of this culture during the 
Middle Ages and the modern age, shall be at the discretion of the curator 
and the selectors (see the chapter on the General Humanities Collection).

A. 2. Collecting in the Core Areas

Of the Core Collections, those of Judaica and Israel are considered national 
collections. Accordingly, and based on the Master Plan for Renewal, collection in 
these areas is expected to be comprehensive. In practice, it is desirable to limit and 
define precisely the scope of collection, since not every individual item is worthy of 
collection from a qualitative point of view; NLI’s financial capabilities also play a 
role in these decisions. 

Listed below is a detailed description of the types of publications and the scope 
of the collection in the areas of the Core Collections:
1) Statutory deposit – the Books Law, 2000 (5761) requires two copies of every 

publication published in Israel to be deposited in the Library. This includes any 
printed publication, book, journal or magazine, item of ephemera or audio-visual 
format issued in more than 50 copies. Since the collection of such publications 
which fall within the scope of the Core Collections or related areas should be 
comprehensive, it is within the responsibility of the curator of the Israel 
Collection to promote the enforcement of this Law. The acquisition of additional 
copies of items published in Israel and in high demand in all areas of collection 
shall be at the discretion of the managers of Library services and dependent upon 
NLI’s financial capabilities. 

A. INTRODUCTION
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2) Publications issued abroad – publications which fall within the scope of the 
Core Collections or related topics published abroad should be given special 
consideration. NLI shall aspire to collect, insofar as possible, all material 
pertaining to the Judaica and Israel Collections published abroad. In regard to the 
Islam and Middle East Collection, NLI policy shall be one of considered selective 
collection, based on a distinction between basic and specialized publications, and 
the selectors’ evaluation of the various books, journals (preferably electronic but 
also print) and digital databases. Special attention shall be given to all formats 
of publication issued in Arabic-speaking countries. This is also the nature of 
most of the collection in the General Humanities Collection, thus calling for 
considered and cautious selection. In regard to both the Islam and Middle East 
and the General Humanities Collections, NLI shall aspire to cooperate with the 
Hebrew University Libraries and to coordinate acquisitions with them. A scale (in 
quantitative terms) relating to the extent of collections follows (see following 
section).

3) High-cost digital items (mainly databases and digital archives) are now abundant, 
and there is frequently a degree of overlap between those which only appear to be 
different. Therefore, the acquisition of such items shall be conditional upon a 
consideration of the benefit to be gained from wide-ranging databases as against 
their economic cost.

4) Special and rare items – this category includes a wide variety of materials, 
including extremely rare and expensive manuscripts which are offered directly 
to NLI for purchase; ancient manuscripts and printed items; relatively ancient 
ephemera and archival materials offered for sale to the general public at auctions; 
entire libraries or archives, such as documents or musical compositions, offered to 
the Library for purchase or as gifts. Common to all these items is their relatively 
high cost, whether considered in terms of their price or in terms of the costs 
of accepting and storing such items in the Library, or a combination of the two. 
Although NLI would like to acquire all such items, this is not feasible from a 
financial point of view. When considering offers to acquire such items, especially 
those that are particularly expensive, the Library shall if necessary consult 
with external experts concerning the value of each offer. NLI shall endeavor to 
acquire archives in digital format, if available, or to scan the material, leaving 
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the physical archive in the owner’s hands. In other cases, NLI shall initiate 
cooperation with archive owners or other organizations when acquiring archives 
and collections. 

A. 3. Collection Levels

NLI collection policy bases its levels of selection and acquisition on a method 
formulated in the RLG [Research Libraries Group] Conspectus (first published in 
1988), used by the Library of Congress and numerous other research libraries in the 
USA and Europe. The aim of the method is to set a uniform standard for assessing the 
depth and breadth of collection in all research libraries.

Following is a précis of the general definitions of levels of collection:
Level 1 – Minimal Level: Collection of the most basic items, and only scant other 

material. 
Level 2 – Basic information level: Collection of general materials, available 

in all comparable libraries; these materials are updated and enable the user to 
become familiar at a basic level with a certain topic. It may include dictionaries, 
encyclopedias, selected editions of important works, historical surveys, 
bibliographies, handbooks, a few major periodicals, in the minimum number that 
will serve the purpose of basic familiarity with the subject.  A basic information 
collection is not sufficiently intensive to support courses of independent study in 
the subject area involved.

Level 3 – Instructional support level: A collection that that can support 
undergraduate and most graduate instruction, or sustained independent study. 
This level is adequate to obtain the knowledge of a subject required for limited 
or generalized purposes, that do not require the wealth of resources necessary for 
advanced research. This level includes a wide range of basic monographs, complete 
collections of works of the more important writers, selections from the works of 
secondary writers, a selection of representative journals, and major reference tools 
and bibliographical apparatus pertaining to the subject.

A. INTRODUCTION
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Level 4 – Research level (supporting advanced research): A collection level that 
includes the major published source materials required for master’s and doctoral 
dissertations and independent research, including materials containing research 
reporting, new findings, results of scientific experimentation, and other information 
useful to researchers. It is intended to include all important reference works and a 
wide selection of specialized monographs, as well as a very extensive collection of 
journals and major indexing and abstracting services in the field. Older material is 
retained for historical research.

Level 5 – Comprehensive Level: A collection which, within reasonable limits, 
includes all significant works of recorded knowledge (publications, manuscripts, and 
other forms), in all possible languages, in a field which must be defined and limited. 
The purpose of collection at this level is to create a comprehensive collection - a 
’complete collection”, according to the definition of the mission of NLI as set down 
by law.

The aspiration of the NLI is that the Judaica and Israel Collections attain levels 
4 and 5 in a wide variety of subjects and formats. In regard to the Islam and Middle 
East Collection and the General Humanities Collections, the collection level varies, 
and it is defined according to sub-topics or formats (see the relevant chapters below).

Exceptions
When the renewal process commenced, there were a number of collections in the Library 
with content unrelated to the core areas, and the Library had to decide whether to 
continue holding them. In these cases, two considerations come into play: a) the 
merits of the collection and its uniqueness (for example, if it has an international 
reputation); b) the obligation or interest on the part of another institution to house 
the collection. Until now, these considerations had been weighed in relation to 
existing collections, and they will be invoked in future if it becomes necessary to 
decide on other collections. The most prominent example of such a collection in NLI 
today is the Edelstein Collection, which covers all areas of the history and philosophy 
of science, medicine and technology (see the chapter below on the General Humanities 
Collection). The principle that underlies the decision to maintain and even develop 
such a collection, and which was applied to the Edelstein Collection, will also apply 
in similar cases. 

The National Library
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A. 4. Formats

The “Recommendations of the Planning Committee: Collections Policy” (formulated as 
part of the Master Plan) propose the following policy regarding the purchase of a 
physical item as opposed to a digital item:

In the National Collections – Judaica and Israel - 
•	 Preference	 shall	 be	 given	 to	 the	 purchase	 of	 items	 in	 their	 original	 format,	 in	

other words, if the item is born digital, NLI shall preferably acquire it in a 
digital format, whereas if the original is a physical item, NLI shall acquire it in 
that form.

•	 If	there	is	an	option	of	choosing	between	a	digital	and	a	physical	format,	at	this	
stage preference shall be given to the latter, due to the problematic aspects of 
digital preservation. Once a digital conservation policy has been formulated 
(including the acquisition of a suitable preservation system), NLI shall have a 
clear preference for the acquisition of digital formats. 

In the case of the two other Collections – Islam and the Middle East, and the 
General Humanities Collection – preference shall be given to digital acquisition. 

Since this proposal is contingent upon the decision to purchase advanced 
technological systems and on other developments (such as the need to accord 
preference to digital rather than physical acquisition, for example, in the case of 
accepting new archives at NLI), a comprehensive policy shall not be set out in this 
regard in the near future, but shall be formulated according to the circumstances 
relevant to each case which arises. 

A. 5. Changes in the classification of books

Removing books from NLI’s holdings dictates changing their classification by a 
decision of NLI’s governing bodies, the Board of Directors and the Council (sec. 24 of 
the National Library Law of 2007). This action, which may be initiated by any member 

A. INTRODUCTION
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of NLI staff, must be authorized by the relevant curator and the Head of Collections 
before being submitted for discussion to the governing bodies.
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B. THE JUDAICA COLLECTION



The image on the previous page: Maimonides, Code of Jewish Law, Spain, 14th century
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B. 1. Description

The NLI’s Judaica Collection is one of the most important and comprehensive of its 
kind in the world. Its uniqueness is derived from the breadth of its thematic scope 
and its rich variety which is based on the numerous materials (formats) included in 
the Collection’s five sub-collections: a) The Hebrew and Jewish Book: this includes 
the vast majority of printed books – from the advent of print until the present time – 
in Hebrew, as well as books published on topics related to the Jewish People and its 
heritage; b) Jewish journals: this collection includes the vast majority of Hebrew and 
Jewish journals and magazines ever published; c) Manuscripts in Hebrew characters: 
approximately 8000 Hebrew manuscripts, 4000 contracts and notes and reproductions 
of approximately 75,000 manuscripts from around the world; d) Jewish Archives: 
hundreds of personal archives (including certificates, correspondence, manuscripts 
etc.) of notable Jewish personalities; e) Jewish Music: a comprehensive collection of 
music which including recordings of prayers, ritual songs (zmirot), ceremonies and 
folk songs, as well as hundreds of personal archives belonging to Jewish musicians.

The Concept of the Judaica Collection
At the end of the 19th century, the founders of the National Library, led by Dr. 
Joseph Chazanovitch, outlined their vision: “In Jerusalem, our holy city, shall be 
built a great house, high and lofty, in which shall be treasured the fruits of the 
Jewish People’s endeavor….” These words of Chazanovitch contain four main concepts 
that have guided the development of the Collection for more than one hundred years: a) 
The concept of the Library as an institution whose aim is to treasure a comprehensive 
trove of the Jewish endeavor and intellectual output; b) Emphasis of the importance of 
intellectual-literary materials; c) A restrictive and elitist definition of the target 
audiences of the Library; d) A definition of collection which views the materials held 
by the Library as the ultimate goal. 

On the other hand, the renewed vision of the Collection in recent years is based 
on an analysis of the contemporary social, cultural, national and technology reality, 
and is expressed in the National Library Law, 2007. This concept aims to reflect the 
vision of a progressive library which serves the enquiry and research needs of the 
21st century. 

B. THE JUDAICA 
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The new vision presented in the National Library Law, 2007 differs from that of 
the founders of the Library in three main aspects:
a) Reinforcing the collection of Jewish culture: The language of the Law directs 

the NLI “to “collect, preserve, cultivate and endow the treasures of knowledge, 
heritage and culture in general, with an emphasis on the Land of Israel, the 
State of Israel and the Jewish People in particular.” This definition is broader 
than the original concept, since the word “culture” refers not only to spiritual 
and intellectual aspects but also to the entire complex of tradition, habits, 
patterns of behavior, skills and outlooks of Jewish society as perceived through 
a sociological and anthropological lens. In other words, it is no longer sufficient 
to collect only purely intellectual output; we are obligated to collect popular 
culture as well, even if it does not assume the form of a literary work. Moreover, 
the definition of Jewish culture includes all that is created by Jews, but since 
the boundaries of Jewish identity have become blurred, and it is sometimes 
difficult to determine who is a Jew (especially in the last century), in such cases 
a restrictive and selective approach to collection should be adopted, especially 
when the content of the materials in question does not pertain to topics of a 
clearly Jewish nature. 

b) Virtual collection: Aspiring to the collection of physical items has been 
a central axis of the Library’s traditional collection policy. However, the 
technology available since the middle of the 20th century has enabled every 
library to preserve and provide access to literary treasures without actually 
possessing these treasures physically – for example, by making microfilms of 
Hebrew manuscripts available to patrons of the library. In 1950 David Ben-Gurion, 
the Prime Minister of Israel, wrote: “It is not possible to collect all the original 
manuscripts in Israel, but the new technology produces sophisticated photocopies 
which can be used to no lesser effect than the manuscripts themselves.” Ben-
Gurion’s impressive vision and its implementation over the decades have proved 
the great benefits of virtual collection. A considered and well-thought-out policy 
of virtual collection of the cultural and intellectual treasures of the Jewish 
People, as dictated by the National Library Law, improves the accessibility of 
these treasures and contributes to their long-term preservation. A contemporary 
analysis of the data in NLI shows that the Library has a critical mass of impressive 
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material which can serve as the basis for partnerships with other libraries and 
databases for the purposes of digital collection. Above and beyond the obvious 
advantages in partnerships of this kind as far as collection is concerned, these 
collaborations bestow upon NLI prestige, and brand it as the primary institution 
in the collection of Judaica.

c) Expanding target audiences and digital accessibility: The National Library 
Law also dictates that NLI shall “provide the public, in Israel and abroad, with 
suitable and reasonable accessibility to the Library collections, inter alia through 
advanced technological means.” This directive redefines the target audience as 
anyone who wishes to peruse the Library treasures, in Israel and abroad. 
The changes reflected in the vision of the Library as formulated in the Law call for 

an adaptation of the collection policy, and the new strategic emphases are as follows: 
a) Increasing the collection of popular materials; b) Increasing digital partnerships 
with other libraries and databases; c) Expanding NLI’s target audiences by enlarging 
and diversifying the accessibility of its treasures. Adopting these emphases will 
enable the Library to continue to be a leader in its field and to ensure its relevance 
to target audiences in the 21st century.

B. 2. Collection principles

The National Library Law states, among other things, that the “aims of the National 
Library are to collect, preserve, cultivate and perpetuate the treasures of knowledge, 
heritage and culture in general, with an emphasis on the Land of Israel, the State of 
Israel and the Jewish People in particular.” NLI’s Judaica Collection shall therefore 
focus on the intellectual treasures and heritage of the Jewish People, made up of the 
entire range of materials pertaining to Jewish religion and Jewish culture from the 
first appearance of Judaism in the Ancient Near East up until its current formats 
consolidated in the 21st century. 

Beyond the internal cultural and religious treasures of the Jewish People, the 
Judaica Collection is also clearly intended to relate to the national framework 
of the Jewish People. The nation is the material framework for the development of 
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Jewish culture, in which the Jewish religion plays a central role. Therefore, three 
spheres are relevant in the mission to “collect the treasures of knowledge, heritage 
and culture in general, with an emphasis […] on the Jewish People in particular”: the 
religious, the cultural-linguistic and the national. The religious sphere focuses on 
the system of beliefs and symbols, mainly on the detailed directives which define 
religious ritual as well as inter-personal relations in daily matters. This sphere 
includes subversive and liberal ideological-religious movements, both old and new. 
The cultural-linguistic sphere encompasses the systems of values, beliefs and 
worldviews, both explicit and implicit, manifested in the conduct of the Jewish 
People throughout history, as well as the Hebrew language and other languages spoken 
by Jews; the national sphere reflects the activities of the Jewish People in the 
State of Israel and in the Diaspora.

Internal and external limits of the Collection
These three dimensions – religion, culture and nation – define an extremely broad 
field which cannot be covered by NLI’s Judaica Collection. Therefore the boundaries 
of the Collection shall be defined in relation to other collections in NLI and in 
other institutions. These boundaries relate to actual physical collection; however, 
the digital portals of the NLI which will create virtual junctions of knowledge will 
most probably expand these boundaries substantially, since they will include other 
collections, the product of national and international cooperation. 

The limits of the Judaica collection in relation to the Israel Collection
The need for a separate and discrete collection dedicated to the State of Israel 

and the Land of Israel arose following the establishment of the State of Israel. In 
general, it may be said that the Israel Collection deals with Zionism, Israeli society 
and culture and religions in Israel from the end of the 19th century until the present 
day. In addition, the Israel Collection deals with any topic related to the Land of 
the Jewish People, Israel from ancient times, and with any topic related to the State 
of Israel. Elements of a clearly religious-Jewish-Israeli nature, such as Israeli 
religious literature, whether written or oral, are also part of the Israel Collection. 

The limits of the Judaica Collection in relation to other national collections 
Over the years, important collections have evolved in other institutions, both 
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national and non-national, with subject matter tangential to, and in some cases 
overlapping with, the NLI Judaica Collection. In these areas, NLI shall refrain 
from competing with established and organized institutions that hold national 
collections, and shall aspire to cooperate with them, thereby maximizing and 
facilitating the supply of knowledge to users. Cooperation of this kind can help 
NLI in focusing on areas in which it can make a unique – and therefore more significant 
– contribution. This is especially so in light of the fact that at the present we have 
the technological means to create efficient partnerships between institutions in 
different locations. NLI should see how best to combine its resources with those of 
other institutions in order to create a more accurate, detailed and comprehensive 
picture of Jewish culture. 

In this regard, one should mention three areas that by law are handled by other 
institutions: a) The Holocaust and modern Antisemitism – Yad Vashem, The Holocaust 
Martyrs’ and Heroes’ Remembrance Authority; b) Jewish communities in the East – Yad 
Yitzhak Ben Zvi; c) Jewish communities in Israel and abroad – Beit Hatfutsot: The 
Museum of the Jewish People. It must be stated that the level of the collections in 
these institutions is not consistent: for example, the comprehensive collection of 
Yad Vashem is different from the selective collection of Beit Hatfutsot, and this 
should surely be taken into consideration when establishing the terms of cooperation 
with other institutions. 
A) The Holocaust receives specific and detailed coverage at Yad Vashem. Pursuant 

to the Yad Vashem Law (1953), this institution is charged with documenting the 
history of the Jewish People during the Holocaust, perpetuating the stories of each 
of the six million victims and bequeathing the history of the Holocaust to future 
generations through the use of archives, the library, the International School 
for Holocaust Studies and the museums. This is therefore a national institution 
with abundant resources, which is working to digitize all its collections and is 
located not far from NLI. There is no reason for NLI’s Judaica Collection to compete 
with the Yad Vashem Collection. Collection at NLI in relation to the Holocaust 
should focus on the literary material itself, and mainly on classical formats – 
printed books and journals. Collection should not be extended to other 
formats, such as archival material, databases and non-literary materials, such 
as audio recordings, photos and videos. It should also be noted that the Felix 
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Posen Bibliographic Project on Antisemitism at the Vidal Sassoon International 
Center for the Study of Antisemitism is working to record all the material written 
over the years about Antisemitism in books, seminar papers, high-school final 
papers and doctoral dissertations, magazines and scientific journals. This work 
is also based on material held at NLI. 

B) The study of the history of Jewish communities in the East is a major area 
of research at the Ben Zvi Institute, an institute run under the auspices of 
both the Hebrew University and Yad Ben Zvi. The Institute holds conferences and 
seminars, publishes books and journals dealing with the history of the Jews in 
the East, their literature and cultural output. The depth of this collection cannot 
be compared to that pertaining to the Holocaust at Yad Vashem, and therefore 
it is appropriate that NLI continue to collect material related to Jewish 
communities in the East, and furthermore, that it should also copy material held 
in the Yad Ben Zvi Collections, such as journals and manuscripts on various topics 
in Hebrew, Ladino, Judeo-Arabic and Judeo-Persian.

C) In 2005 the Knesset passed the Beit Hatfutsot Law, which determined that 
Beit Hatfutsot would be the national center for Jewish communities in Israel 
and abroad, and would be charged, inter alia, with exhibiting items related to 
Jewish communities and the history of the Jewish People, including books and 
other literary works composed by Jews abroad. In addition, Beit Hatfutsot 
was charged with researching, documenting and collecting information and 
knowledge, including books, on topics related to the Jewish People throughout 
history, including communities, synagogues, movements, organizations and public 
institutions (including cultural, educational, religious and welfare institutions) 
established or preserved in Jewish communities around the world; the various 
actions, activities and campaigns led by Jews to preserve the Jewish religion, 
values, customs and religious law; Jewish contributions to culture, art, science 
and thought. There is therefore a large degree of overlap between the NLI’s role and 
that of Beit Hatfutsot, although, collection at Beit Hatfutsot does not aspire to 
be comprehensive, notwithstanding the Law’s directive – not in regard to printed 
books and certainly not in other areas. Therefore, NLI should examine which 
areas are suitable for future cooperation with Beit Hatfutsot, especially in 
regard to the development of digital portals, as well as Jewish genealogy 
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which is one of Beit Hatfutsot’s fortés. 
There are of course other institutions that have collected treasures of Jewish 

culture. Among these are the Umberto Nahon Museum of Italian Jewish Art, the 
Babylonian Jewry Heritage Center and the Center for the Study of Jewish Communities 
at the Hebrew University. NLI shall continue to develop its relationship with these 
institutions in order to ensure that copies of the unique treasures held there are 
accessible to NLI users. 

In addition to these institutions which collect Judaica-related materials in a 
variety of formats, three other Israeli institutions that collect material in specific 
formats should be mentioned: the Center for Jewish Art; the Central Archives for the 
History of the Jewish People, and the Steven Spielberg Jewish Film Archive. NLI policy 
in regard to these three institutions follows below in the sections on art, archival 
material and cinema. In this context the Jewish Music Research Centre should be 
mentioned: the Centre belongs to the Hebrew University and is located within NLI, and 
the material collected there is kept in the National Sound Archive. 

The Areas of Collection: Content
This section describes the areas of thematic, literary and biographical content 
that define the Judaica Collection; literary genres and format will be discussed 
below in another section. The areas of thematic content are based on a concept, and 
are manifested in theory and in practice, such as the Sabbath and Jewish holidays, 
Jewish theology and philosophy, etc. The literary fields are defined according to 
their relation to specific literary material, such as the Mishnah, the Talmud, the 
Zohar, etc. The biographical fields are defined by their connection to people and 
institutions identified with Judaism, such as Rabbi Akiva, Maimonides, Abba Hillel 
Silver, the Bund, Kol Yisrael Haverim-Alliance Israélite Universelle, the Djerba 
Community. 

This tripartite division is not crucial in itself; its purpose is to clarify the 
policy. In effect, literary and biographical areas can also be thematic, since there 
are numerous texts examining the Mishnah, or other canonical Jewish works, from a 
thematic point of view. Likewise, there are also works of a clear biographical nature, 
such as those which take “Maimonides” as their subject but address topical issues, 
such as philosophy and theology. Below, other topics which raise specific questions 
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and require more detailed attention, such as Antisemitic literature, both ancient and 
modern, will be discussed.

Thematic fields
Any material published in the following areas, whether academic or popular, 
will be collected at Level 5, “Comprehensive Level” (for levels of collection, 
see the Introduction).

Theory – ideological concepts identified with Jewish movements: Hassidism, 
Sabbateans, Jewish Enlightenment, the Mussar movement, Messianism; Jewish theology, 
philosophy, apologetics, history, mysticism and Kabbalah, the relations between 
Judaism and other religions. 

Praxis – The Sabbath and Jewish holidays, Jewish customs, Jewish law and 
jurisprudence (halakhah), education and pedagogy in Judaism, the field of Jewish 
studies as a cultural phenomenon, poetry, piyyut and literature, Jewish languages.

Classic Antisemitic literature from ancient times until the present
It seems that the phenomenon of historical Judaism cannot be understood without a 
familiarity with the phenomenon of Antisemitism, from the Roman period until the 
present day, in Europe and the USA. However, Antisemitic literature, from ancient 
times until today, is an extremely broad phenomenon. Antisemitic literature was 
published and is still being published today in a variety of genres: prose, poetry, 
philosophy and theology, as well as in many formats: books, manuscripts, ephemera, 
and lately, on many websites as well. It should be noted that the price of some of 
these items is very high, and therefore acquiring them might come at the expense of 
other important Judaica-related materials.

Studies on Antisemitism which are not related to the Holocaust will be 
collected at “research level” (Level 4). Antisemitic writings will be selectively 
collected in a way which will reflect different periods, languages and regions, at 
the curator’s discretion. This applies especially in the case of high-cost materials, 
such as historical documents emanating from Antisemitic rulers, which are liable to 
reach astronomical prices. 
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Jewish Art
Jewish art has the power to complement the textual and cultural expression of the 
Jewish People. In this regard two institutions which focus on Jewish art should be 
mentioned: the Jack, Joseph and Morton Mandel Wing for Jewish Art and Life at the 
Israel Museum, and the Center for Jewish Art at the Hebrew University. The Jack, 
Joseph and Morton Mandel Wing for Jewish Art and Life at the Israel Museum collects 
a variety of sacred and secular objects from Jewish communities around the world; 
the collection includes items from the Middle Ages until the present. The collection 
also includes manuscripts, mainly those illustrated by artists. The Center for Jewish 
Art at the Hebrew University specializes in the comprehensive documentation of the 
visual heritage of the Jewish People. The highlight of this activity is the Index 
of Jewish Art, which documents approximately 200,000 items, including manuscripts, 
items from synagogues, sacred and ritual objects and more. 

At this stage, it is preferable that NLI leave the physical collection of 
Jewish art in the hands of institutions which focus on this kind of collection, 
such as the Israel Museum. Any attempt to cover many areas which fall outside of the 
Library’s classic scope of activity is doomed to fail; it might divert attention from 
areas in which the Library has a distinct advantage, and the results of the collection 
and research in the field itself are liable to be mediocre at best. However, NLI will 
continue to collect books which deal with Jewish art at the “research level” 
(level 4). In addition, strategic partnerships with institutions collecting Jewish 
art should be developed, with the aim of concentrating all the information and 
the wide array of materials held by the various institutions and combining it in 
a digital library to be established by NLI. 

Literary areas
Any material dealing with the following literary areas, academic or popular, will 
be collected by NLI at the highest level, the “comprehensive level” (Level 5):

 The Bible and Deuterocanonical books – Bible, Dead Sea Scrolls and the 
Deuterocanonical literature until the Bar Kokhba rebellion, Jewish biblical exegesis, 
scientific biblical exegesis.

Rabbinic literature – early and late midrashic literature, Tannaic literature, 
Amoraic literature, talmudic exegetical literature, halakhic literature in all periods, 
the responsa literature.
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Kabbala and Jewish Thought – early and late Jewish theology, Hassidism, early 
and late ethics and homiletics (Mussar and Drush) literature.

Liturgical literature – prayer books, booklets with the Grace after Meals 
blessing, liturgical poems and songs (piyyut), Holiday prayerbooks, compilations of 
special prayers: prayers for the dead and burials (such as Sefer ha-Chaim and Maavar 
Yabok), “Santification of the moon”, “sanctification of the sun”, “the bedtime Shema.”

General culture – secular poetry, prose literature and children’s literature 
of a Jewish nature, Jewish folklore, the Hebrew Book (including catalogues and 
bibliographies), Jewish languages.

The Bible and its translations
Non-academic literature about the Bible shall be selectively collected at the “Research 
Level” (Level 4), with each item individually considered. In principle, a translation 
of the Bible shall be acquired only if it can be considered innovative in relation to 
existing translations in the same language. In any case, the final decision in such 
cases shall lie with the curator. 

Prose, poetry and studies in the humanities and social sciences written by Jews
There are undoubtedly reasons to collect works written by Jews, regardless of 

their contents, as long as they were composed in times when the contribution of Jews 
to non-Jewish fields was relatively rare, and the question of the author’s affiliation 
to the Jewish People was clear and unambiguous. However, works published by Jews 
since the beginning of the Emancipation, from the end of the 18th century, for example, 
do not always meet these two criteria. Works which do not address Jewish issues, by 
authors who do not define themselves as Jews, will not be automatically collected; 
the decision whether to acquire them will lie with the selectors and the curator.

Biographical fields
All material published in the following areas, of an academic or popular standard, 
will be collected at NLI at the highest level of collection, “Comprehensive 
Level” (Level 5).

The Karaites, sects close to Judaism including the Samaritans, figures who have a 
special affiliation with Judaism, Jewish communities abroad, old and new Hassidism 
in the East and West, Mitnagdim, Sabbateans, modern religious and secular movements 
from the time of the Enlightenment onwards.
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Jewish biographies
In principle, materials dealing with Jews who were active prior to WWII should be 
collected. Biographical material about Jews who were active after WWII shall be 
collected only in cases in which the figure in question had a clear affiliation 
to Judaism, similar to the guidelines mentioned above regarding prose, poetry and 
studies in the humanities and social sciences written by Jews. 

General areas supporting the Judaica Collection
In order to support significant and interdisciplinary research at NLI in Judaica, 
it is necessary to maintain a secondary collection in two main areas: humanities 
and the social sciences. In the humanities, the fields to be covered include history 
and archeology, philosophy and literature, theology and religions, linguistics and 
languages, art and culture. In social sciences, the relevant fields are mainly law and 
political sciences, sociology and anthropology, education, economics and geography. 
For a full description of supporting secondary areas, see the chapter on the General 
Humanities Collection.

 

Areas of Collection: Form

Literary genres
The thematic boundaries outlined above (in the section Areas of Collection: 
Content) defined the areas of collection. These themes are found in a wide variety 
of genres, including: primary sources, studies, thought, fiction and non-fiction 
for children, young adults and adults, poetry and liturgical songs (piyyut), 
biography and autobiography. A specific example will illustrate the point: primary 
theological sources in the field of Judaica such as the works of Rabbi Abraham Isaac 
Kook are obviously included in the scope of collection. So are studies about these 
sources, as well as Jewish thought from the 21st century discussing the writings 
of Rabbi Kook. This is true also of poetry inspired by these primary sources. Thus 
the following rule can be formulated: any text and any audio-visual material 
related to a Jewish thematic, literary or biographical field falls within the 
scope of collection (Level 5).
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Languages of Collection
The Judaica Collection at NLI is not merely a research collection intended to serve 
purely pragmatic needs; it also includes items, the usefulness of which is low but 
which are of national importance. The collection of textual works about Judaism 
should be continued, even if they are in fairly esoteric languages. Definitions of 
more complex questions – the number of translations to be collected, the languages of 
collection – are listed below, in the section on languages and translations.

 
B. 3 Formats

NLI is committed to collecting, preserving and making accessible the cultural memory 
of the State of Israel and the Jewish People. Initially, collection was based only on 
books and journals, but over the years, it was recognized that printed works were 
only one of many formats which play a role in the creation of the cultural memory. 
Therefore, collection was expanded to textual primary materials/raw materials – 
manuscripts and personal archives, and many years later, sound and visual materials 
were added. In recent years, the importance of the collection of non-book material has 
been recognized, e.g., ephemera (calendars, posters, postcards) which were not meant 
for preservation, but the advantage of which lies in their presentation of society and 
culture devoid of the artificiality found in official publications.

We are living in the information age, in which the digital media contain valuable 
documentation of society and its culture in various dimensions – written, verbal and 
audio. Some estimate the amount of information stored on the web to be triple that 
contained in all books published until the present! Therefore, there is no doubt that 
at this stage, we are obligated to expand collection to born-digital material, 
in its own sophisticated archival system. 

Printed books
A library, as an institution, is the preserve of books, and since the 15th century it 
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has been mainly a venue for printed books. In the 21st century too, the printed book 
is perceived as the main medium for the dissemination of authoritative knowledge, 
and holds an iconic status which goes beyond even the content of the book itself. 
However, as far as pure research contributions are concerned, to collect each and 
every book published is not particularly valuable, since many books are editions 
of previously published material. It is, however, still appropriate that NLI collect 
every printed published work, for two reasons: a) The establishment of a database 
for national bibliographic research which is of importance for understanding 
society’s levels of literacy in society and areas of interest; b) Bibliographical 
completeness, which is of mainly bibliophilic value. 

Not all national libraries are able to fulfill the task of compiling comprehensive 
collections, but NLI is able to do so, since the number of relevant books in the field 
of Judaica is not especially high. A few statistics ably demonstrate this point: of the 
wide variety of books ever published, the percentage of Hebrew books or those dealing 
with Judaica-related issues is relatively low. According to various estimates, 
prior to the year 1500, about 40,000 books, known as incunabula, were published in 
foreign languages; in the same period, less than 140 Hebrew books were published, 
which amounts to only about half a percent. The proportion in relation to the books 
published since the advent of print is similar: according to Google researchers, about 
130 million books have ever been printed, of which approximately 600,000 are in the 
field of Judaica (and Israel)– less than half a percent of all printed books.

In recent years, the number of books published in the State of Israel in all fields, 
together with books on Judaica published abroad in various languages, does not 
amount to more than 15,000 a year. Even if we add valuable editions of the Bible and 
Bible-related research literature in foreign languages, this number probably would 
not change significantly. The relatively small number of books printed in the two core 
areas of Judaica and Israel, and the mandatory deposit prescribed by the Books Law, 
2000, enable NLI to collect every book published in Israel and every book published 
abroad relevant to these core areas, even when NLI’s logistic and financial resources 
are relatively limited. 
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Editions and reprints
A new edition of a certain book – even if not a new expanded edition – is considered 
an independent work which must be collected. The Talmud printed in Zhitomir, for 
example, is not identical to that printed in Vilnius. However, when it comes to 
different reprints of the same edition, the arguments go both ways. On the one hand, 
the books in NLI are the basis for any national bibliography, and hence each reprint 
is of independent value. Moreover, we can gain valuable information about the history 
of the dissemination of knowledge from the fact that a certain book was printed in a 
specific time and place. On the other hand, systematic collection of all reprints is a 
difficult task and it is doubtful whether NLI could implement such a policy, since it 
is hard to ascertain whether every publisher and printer deposits a copy of each and 
every printing.

The Books Law 2000 states that “the obligation to deposit […] also applies 
to every book which is republished, if any change has been made in its form 
or content, or if 20 years have passed since it was last published.” This means 
that if 20 years have passed since an earlier edition was published, there is an 
obligation to re-deposit the new edition, even if no changes were made. The legislator 
therefore chose an intermediate approach between the bibliographical aspiration to 
collect each and every reprint, and the practical difficulty inherent in collecting 
all reprints. It seems therefore that NLI should formulate a policy in this spirit 
and aspire to collect reprints of identical editions in a selective manner; in other 
words, to collect every reprint that appears a decade after the previous reprint. 
However, the final decision whether to purchase a reprint which is different 
from that held by NLI will lie with the curator and will be based, inter alia, on 
an assessment of the title’s importance. 

Electronic books
The policy outlined above regarding the printed book applies also to books published 
electronically. Books which are both printed and published electronically will 
be collected in both forms, until NLI attains a high level of digital preservation 
capability, at which point NLI will consider no longer acquiring the printed versions.
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Online dictionaries in Hebrew, such as the Historical Dictionary and the Thesaurus 
will be collected in the Judaica Collection, which includes the fields of the study of 
the Hebrew language from the Bible onwards. 

Languages and translations
The language of a printed book affects the degree of its accessibility to various 
target audiences. Works in the field of Judaica will be collected in their original 
language, even when this language happens to be fairly esoteric, since collection 
of this kind has bibliographic, bibliophilic and research value. On the other hand, 
a selective approach will be adopted in the case of translations. The two main 
parameters affecting the decision whether to collect a book which is not in Hebrew 
are the original language and the translation language (details follow below). 
Secondary parameters which might work in favor of collection are: a) If the translation 
includes significant content which does not appear in the original (such as an added 
introduction or conclusions) or if it was published by a Jewish publisher. b) If the 
content of the title is related to the translation language (for example: a book on 
Bulgarian Jewry translated from English into Bulgarian).

Any book published in Hebrew or in a Jewish language, whether an original or a 
translation, is collected. Translations into foreign languages of books published in 
Hebrew or Jewish languages are also collected; books about Judaica-related issues, 
written in any language and translated into English will be collected in English and 
in the original, due to the centrality and international importance of the English 
language in our time. 

Consideration should be given to exceptional cases, such as Spinoza’s Hebrew 
Grammar, written in Latin and translated into many modern languages. In such cases, 
the importance of the work should be taken into consideration, and deviation from the 
guidelines is possible. 

The following table sums up the Judaica Collection policy in regard to languages 
and translations
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Other LanguagesEnglish
Hebrew 

or Jewish 
Language

          Translation language 

Original language

PP
Original

Hebrew or Jewish 
language

When the content is connected to the 
language of the translation or when 

important content has been added in the 
translation

Original
P

English

When the content is related to the language 
of the translation or when important 

content has been added in the translation

PP
Other languages

Historical titles
As is well-known, the price of Hebrew and non-Hebrew rare books can be very high 
when they are offered for sale in public auctions or when offered to the Library by 
antiquarian booksellers. Often a single item can cost tens of thousands of New Israeli 
Shekels. When possession of the book is of no national importance, a distinction 
should be made between two situations: a) if a copy of the work can be obtained, the 
original should be purchased at a price which is no higher than a defined sum n; b) if 
a copy of the book cannot be obtained, the original should be purchased at a price no 
higher than a defined sum of 2n.

However, when possession of a certain book is of national significance, e.g., 
the first Jewish cookbook to be published, or even an Antisemitic book which was 
very influential in Europe, not to mention Hebrew incunabula – such works must be 
collected, even at a very high price, and even if a copy can be obtained. 

NLI is obligated to invest heavily in the acquisition of items of national importance 
since these enhance the variety of items that NLI can exhibit in its role as a museum, 
in both virtual and physical presentations. Such items also enable cooperation 
with institutions that hold complementary items. In addition, by collecting these 
items, NLI is enabling their preservation at the highest level and ensuring their 
long-term accessibility to the public at large. Moreover, these items are among the 
inalienable assets of the Jewish People and the gemstones of our culture.
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Journals
All journals in the thematic fields defined above, as well as all journals or 
magazines issued by a Jewish community or organization, will be collected by 
NLI. Journals which are issued in both a printed and an electronic version will be 
collected in both formats, until NLI is attains a high level of digital preservation 
capability, at which point NLI will consider no longer buying the printed versions.

Doctoral dissertations, master’s theses and seminar papers
Doctoral dissertations in Judaica-related fields, as well as master’s theses, are of 
immense value. Beyond their scientific value, works of this kind reflect the research 
in Judaic Studies taking place at academic institutions around the world at a given 
time. Therefore, NLI should aspire to obtain a digital copy of every thesis and 
dissertation in Judaic Studies written in Israel and abroad. Regarding doctoral 
dissertations abroad, at this stage, a subscription to the UMI database is sufficient; 
this gives full or almost full access to every dissertation written in the USA and in 
other countries. If it becomes necessary to obtain a copy of a specific dissertation, 
it shall be ordered. Seminar papers will be collected at the curator’s discretion. 

Catalogues
Catalogues of exhibitions and auctions of Judaica items from around the world are of 
great importance, as a record of the items and for future anthropological research. 
From now on, new catalogues of this kind will be collected, and an effort will be made 
to obtain old catalogues that are not yet part of the NLI collection. 

Manuscripts
NLI’s collections include approximately 8000 Hebrew manuscripts and photocopies 
of 75000 Hebrew manuscripts from all over the world, which together comprise 90% 
of the known Hebrew manuscripts in the world. It is estimated that more than 90% of 
the manuscripts at NLI are in Hebrew and the rest are mainly in Hebrew characters (in 
Jewish languages, such as Yiddish). 
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Manuscripts worthy of collection
Which manuscripts should be collected? Manuscript prices are substantially 
higher than those of printed works, and to this should be added the high cost of 
the various library processes associated with handling manuscripts. Accordingly, 
a selective approach should be adopted in regard to manuscripts, and each case 
should be considered separately by examining whether a given manuscript can make 
a significant contribution to the understanding of the Jewish People’s intellectual 
and social heritage and culture. The degree of risk to the preservation status of the 
manuscript should also be taken into consideration: whether it is in a safe place, 
such as a well-known research library, or whether its preservation is at real risk. 
Examples of manuscripts which should not be purchased: copies from later periods 
(from the 16th century onwards) of works of which NLI already has numerous examples; 
folios from a later period which do not comprise a proper work. 

Marriage contracts (ketubut), legal documents and halakhic documents
NLI collections hold approximately 2000 actual marriage contracts as well as some 
2000 digital copies of marriage contracts from all over the world – all which can be 
viewed on the Internet. Ketubot are important documents for the study of halakhah and 
Jewish art, society and genealogy. The Ketuba Collection should be further developed, 
mainly by adding high-quality scans of ketubot from other collections, and details 
should be added to the existing catalogue which will reflect the artistic dimension 
(artistic characteristics) of the various ketubot. Notwithstanding, the independent 
physical collection of NLI should not be neglected, and every year we should take 
advantage of opportunities to acquire a limited number of contracts that are unique 
either in content or style.

NLI holds in its collections legal and halakhic documents, such as divorce 
decrees or other documents. These are instructive in regard to the development of 
the halakhah, and regarding social and financial arrangements. It is recommended 
to increase collection of these documents, and to display some of them, with certain 
limitations, on the Internet.
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Language and culture
The concept guiding the Judaica Collection is thematic rather than linguistic, and 
therefore the manuscript collection should be expanded to include manuscripts 
other than those written in Jewish languages and Hebrew characters. Concerning the 
collection of manuscripts, the previous policy was to accord preference to materials 
which reflected especially high cultural and intellectual strata. According to the 
new policy described above, NLI should expand the thematic fields represented in 
its collections and extend collection to more popular themes, such as samples of 
handwriting by all ages and notebooks from all school classes, personal diaries 
and letters etc. 

Complementing the Collection and accessibility
The collection of copies of Hebrew manuscripts at NLI is based on technology from 
the middle of the 20th century and has yet to be perfected. In the next few years, 
NLI should aspire to complete the Collection, improve its visual quality and upgrade 
its accessibility. With these goals in mind, a survey comparing the inventory of 
manuscripts in NLI with an international inventory was held in 2011. The vast amount 
of scientific knowledge amassed in the last few decades in the study of manuscripts 
held by NLI will assist in assessing which manuscripts are important and in 
formulating priorities in relation to digitization. These priorities will be ranked 
according to several criteria: the antiquity of the manuscript, its proximity to the 
original author (priority will be given to autographs, if they exist), the presentation 
of a variety of geographical regions and fields of knowledge (such as halakhah, 
kabbalah, folklore, art), as well as the manuscript’s content, its uniqueness and its 
contribution to research. 

Archival material
NLI is in possession of hundreds of impressive personal archives, which contribute to 
the documentation of Jewish culture, mainly from an intellectual and literary point 
of view. The contribution of the NLI archives to the documentation of the Jewish 
People and their heritage can be increased if, on the one hand, the collection of 
archives which make a marginal contribution to Jewish society’s documentation 
were to be reduced, and on the other hand, the fields of collection were to be 
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expanded, and the accessibility of the archives to scholars and the general 
public enhanced. 

In order to develop the archival perspective of the national memory, three steps 
should be taken: a) Development of an original archival collection which will document 
three spheres –private, organizational and communal; b) Collection of virtual 
archives which will complement the physical archives held by NLI; c) Improving the 
registration in the existing archives and building search engines which will allow 
users to locate material preserved in any relevant archive world-wide. 

Original-physical archival material
Original archival material is of the essence: it is the basis of the ability to develop 
international partnerships, enables cultural and educational activities and lends 
prestige to the institution holding the material. Hence great efforts should be 
invested in acquiring original material, especially material which is of unique 
national importance and of interest to the public at large. 

In the field of Judaica, on the one hand, we should increase our active efforts to 
absorb more archives belonging to outstanding personalities whose work is of 
international interest, such as Rabbi Ovadia Yosef and Abraham Joshua Heschel, Saul 
Kripke and Hilary Whitehall Putnam. On the other hand, we should avoid accepting 
archives which are of limited public and scholarly interest, and the contents 
of which do not make a significant contribution to the understanding of Jewish 
culture and heritage. The large number of archives offered to the library, as well as 
the sheer size of some of them, call for a cautious selective approach and a considered 
process of consultation when deciding whether to acquire personal archives. It is 
important to ensure that the archives of a representative spectrum of personalities 
are held by NLI: men, women, secular, religious, scholars of the humanities and the 
sciences, public leaders and artists. 

Moreover, in order to document the Jewish People, NLI should invest in the 
physical or digital collection of archives belonging to Jewish communities and 
organizations. In this respect, we should mention the unprecedented opportunity to 
acquire the Central Archives for the History of the Jewish People: recently, the Board 
of Directors of NLI authorized continued action towards merging these archives into 
NLI collections.
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Virtual-digital archive material
The national cultural memory cannot be based only on original materials. On the 
contrary: the many studies based on the materials held in the  Institute of Microfilmed 
Hebrew Manuscripts demonstrate that complementary virtual collections are able to 
lead the way to outstanding scholarly achievements. In this regard, the importance of 
cooperation with the archives of countries which are unable to continue to preserve 
Jewish heritage must be emphasized. This is the policy followed by the Central 
Archives for the History of the Jewish People, which for years has surveyed archives 
in many countries, collected lists of materials relevant to Jews and copied select 
material on a particularly wide scale. Based on this policy, NLI should acquire 
relevant topical digital archives, and when possible, add to the NLI catalogue 
links to free archives on the Internet (archives which are not protected by 
copyright and the use of which is free). 

National archive index 
An important tool which will further archival research is a directory that includes 
information on all the archival material in Israel and abroad which falls within the 
Core Collection fields. The RAMBI project (The Index of Articles on Jewish Studies) 
and the Bibliography of the Hebrew Book, active at NLI since the 1960s, demonstrate 
the contribution to research that can be made by comprehensive databases of this 
kind. The database run by NLI will be based on a survey which will map and rank the 
various subjects handled in relevant archives in Israel and abroad. The NLI website 
will be a basic access point for locating relevant archival material not only 
in the Library but also worldwide, and it will also include information found 
in a variety of archives that will not necessarily be collected by NLI. In light 
of the fact that in the near future NLI will invest considerable resources in merging 
the Central Archives for the History of the Jewish People into its holdings, the 
development of this index should be commenced only after the successful merger of 
the Central Archives for the History of the Jewish People with the NLI collections. 

Accessibility of the archives
We have the key to enlarging the archives’ target audiences and increasing the number 
of users in Israel and abroad; this lies, first and foremost, in the registration of 
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the archive materials, scanning them and making them easily accessible on the 
Internet. The linguistic and professional knowledge which enables a person to 
peruse the archival materials is dispersed all around the world, but the Internet 
allows us to make these archives accessible everywhere, and to thus substantially 
increase the number of users. In order to expand the use of the archives, we must 
act on three levels: a) Continuous exposure of the archives to the public at 
large, by publicizing material from the archives in the press and electronic 
media, as part of the conception of democratization of information and knowledge; b) 
Encouraging research based on archival material. Thus, for example, scholarships 
for publications dealing with topics related to archival material can be awarded at 
international conferences and events; c) Establishing a service which locates and 
scans documents in the Library’s archives.

The precise composition of the building blocks of the Jewish People’s cultural 
memory will continue to develop and diversify. However, there is no doubt that the 
archival dimension – personal, communal and organizational – will continue to be the 
basis of historical research in the future as well. A substantial investment in the 
archival field will allow NLI to fulfill its historical destiny – to preserve, nurture 
and bequeath the cultural heritage of the Land of Israel, the State of Israel and the 
Jewish People. 

 
Born-digital material
The scope of born-digital material produced every year is immense and there is 
no doubt that it is larger than the scope of material appearing in print or in any 
other form. At times, the Judaica-related digital material on the Internet – textual, 
audio-visual and visual – is no less important than similar material appearing in 
the classical format of print. It is therefore clear that we must divert substantial 
resources to enhancing our ability to archive Judaica-related digital material. If we 
do not do so when large amounts of material are being published exclusively in the 
Internet medium, we will be failing to fulfill the task laid upon us by the legislator.

According to some estimates, the amount of information on the Internet doubles 
every eight months, and it would clearly be difficult, therefore, to preserve all this 
material in the Library. On the other hand, the attempt to prioritize the sites to be 
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preserved is problematic, from both a methodological and practical point of view, 
since, among other things, manually determining which site should be preserved 
would take up substantial resources. We should thus consider the development of an 
algorithm that would identify the sites of Jewish organizations and institutions, as 
well as private sites, mainly blogs, which deal with Judaica-related materials. In 
the meantime, the selectors in the Collections wing have compiled a list of about 100 
Jewish sites to be archived. 

Databases
Judaica-related databases are important mainly from a research point of view. In 
relation to certain topics, research conducted without intelligent use of databases 
is impossible. At the present time, the number of Judaica-related databases is not 
large and therefore NLI must continue its existing policy and acquire all relevant 
databases. The acquisition of expensive databases will be discussed individually, 
taking into consideration the potential degree of use; such databases will be 
purchased only after it their substantial benefit to the library has been determined.

Ephemera
The documentation of the sum of society’s traditions, habits, modes of conduct, 
expertise and worldviews from an anthropological point of view requires a 
comprehensive collection of ephemera, meaning all impermanent and transitory 
written or printed material (not originally intended for preservation). Ephemeral 
items are extremely diverse, and in relation to Judaica, four kinds of items may 
be mentioned here: calendars, booklets containing the Grace after Meals and other 
prayers (birkhonim), various community and communal materials (such as tickets for 
various events, posters, informational leaflets, as well as individual sheets of paper, 
greeting cards and post cards). Collection of these items should be both physical and 
digital, and each ephemeral item which arrives at the Library is to be scanned and 
tagged as quickly as possible so that it may be easily retrieved. 
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Calendars
Hebrew and Jewish calendars collected by NLI contain important information about 
Jewish culture. Calendars which are usually collected are those which, in addition 
to the usual trivial information, also include various texts. Collection should be 
expanded to include calendars which appear commonplace as far as the information 
they include is concerned, since such information could turn out to be important 
for the study of the development of the halakhah, customs and material culture. 
As part of the new policy, NLI should consider merging the collection of calendars, 
some of which at the present are collected as ephemera in the archives and some of 
which are collected as journals, into one category – that of ephemera. 

Birkhonim
Every year numerous booklets with the Grace after Meals (birkhonim, bentschers), 
large and small, appear in Israel and abroad. A birkon is a pamphlet of the Grace after 
Meals, sometimes with songs (zmirot) or other blessings. Studying birkhonim allows 
us to discern cultural and religious developments in Israel and in the Diaspora. 
Birkhonim published before WWII will be collected comprehensively, while those 
published after WWII will be collected in a selective and representative fashion. 
Naturally, preference will be given to the unique ones, rather than collecting a large 
number of birkhonim which have no special and unique characteristics. 

Communal and institutional material
The collection of representative items of historical importance, such as documents, 
certificates, banners and posters will continue. In the future, partnerships with 
community organizations from around the world will be formed, with the aim of 
establishing the routine collection of ephemera items, such as information leaflets 
and restaurant menus.

Single pages, greeting cards and postcards
Printed single pages of all sizes, printed greeting cards, and postcards in all 
languages issued before WWII will be collected comprehensively. Items of this kind 
issued after WWII will be collected in a selective and representative fashion. These 
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items will be purchased only if the various relevant departments (Hebrew and foreign 
cataloguing, archives) are convinced that they are lacking in NLI. In the future, 
partnerships with community organizations from around the world will be formed, 
with the aim of routinely collecting these items.

 
Maps
The collection of maps of the Land of Israel falls within the responsibility of the 
Israel collection. Maps of geographical areas outside of the Land of Israel will be 
collected by the Judaica collection in three cases: a) The texts on the map are in one 
of the Jewish languages; b) The map is thematic and deals with Judaica-related 
issues; c) The map is published by a Jewish organization.

Maps which document areas in which Jews lived in various periods will be collected 
by the General Humanities Collection. 

Photos
Photos offer outstanding documentation of society. Several years ago NLI decided to 
systematically collect relevant photos. This policy should be continued and expanded, 
the main criterion for collection being the contribution the photos make to the 
documentation of Jewish society and its heritage. 

Films and cinema
At this stage, NLI will not collect films, as long as the boundaries of collection and 
the degree of collaboration between NLI collections and the collections at Brandeis 
University (USA), the Jerusalem Cinematheque and the Steven Spielberg Jewish Film 
Archive have not been defined precisely.
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C. 1. Description of the Collection

The Israel Collection is the national collection of the State of Israel, and its aim 
is to gather together all the treasures of knowledge and culture of the State. In this 
respect, the Collection is unique among the NLI collections and fulfills the purpose 
of preserving national memory and passing it on for generations to come, both in 
Israel and worldwide. 

The Israel Collection aims to establish contemporary Israeli existence as an 
experience that draws upon the depths of history and the cultural richness of 200 
years of Hebrew and Israeli creative work, from the beginning of the crystallization 
of a new Jewish society in the Land of Israel at the beginning of the 19th century.

On the one hand, by its nature, the Israeli experience draws from Jewish existence 
from its very inception; on the other hand, it is closely related to non-Jewish 
cultures, past and present, in the Land of Israel.

By virtue of the concept that Israeli culture and Israeli society are an inseparable 
part of Jewish culture, the National Library has, over the years, collected items 
belonging to the Israel Collection mainly as part of the Judaica collection, and this 
within a Middle-Eastern context. The distinction between the Judaica Collection 
and the Israel Collection stems from the recognition that the State of Israel and 
Zionism are independent phenomena in the history of the Jewish people. The State is 
founded on the new Hebrew culture, on Zionism as the Jewish People’s modern national 
movement and on the nature of Israeli society as a living mosaic which has a natural 
connection with the Land of Israel and which from its inception has incorporated 
within itself both local and distant cultures. 

All the above is in keeping with NLI’s strategic focus on the Hebrew letter in 
writing, word and sound, which establishes Hebrew culture as the major highway on 
the collection map.

 The Israel Collection therefore focuses on three main areas of interest: Israeli 
culture, Israeli society and the Land of Israel. The definition of each of these fields 
has a substantive influence on the collection policy. Their definitions are as follows:
1) Israeli culture is a substantive innovation that goes beyond the boundaries 

of Jewish culture, despite having developed organically within the historical 
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Jewish cultural heritage. Therefore, the Israel Collection focuses, first and 
foremost, on all aspects of the product of Israeli cultural activity and creativity 
in all periods, from its inception in the new Hebrew culture in the diaspora in the 
19th century until today, separate from the traditional Jewish intellectual and 
cultural works collected in the Judaica Collection.

2) Israeli society too is a new phenomenon in the course of Jewish social history. 
Israeli society is made up of a rich mosaic of groups, both Jewish and non-Jewish, 
all which have some ties to their cultures of origin. The largest of the non-Jewish 
groups in Israel is the Arabs, who number a fifth of Israel’s population. Numerous 
relationships characteristic of Israel’s unique social reality exist between all 
the groups in society. 

3) Neither is the Land of Israel necessarily related exclusively to Jewish history. 
Various chapters of the history of the Land of Israel are connected to other 
cultures, religions and national groups. The study of the Land of Israel is also 
spread over various disciplines, some of which extend beyond the boundaries 
of the humanities – the branch in which the Judaica Collection traditionally 
specialized. 

In general, the Israel Collection aspires to a comprehensive and in-depth documentation 
of Israeli and Hebrew culture, of all groups that make up Israeli society and all the 
cultural and religious groups active in Israel, past and present, and of the Land of 
Israel as a geographical and administrative unit. 

The Israel Collection should meet as comprehensively as possible the needs of 
NLI’s traditional target audience – scholars and students pursuing advanced degrees 
in the humanities and Jewish studies. However, by virtue of its nature as a national 
collection, the Israel Collection should pay special attention to the endowment of the 
Israeli cultural heritage to a broad and educated audience, and to agents of culture, 
such as artists, authors, independent scholars and journalists. For this purpose, the 
fields of collection will be widened beyond the traditional focus of the humanities 
and classical Jewish studies to include Israeli social sciences: sociology, economics, 
law, government and politics, education and more. Special attention will be paid to the 
requirements of pupils and teachers as formulated in the curricula of the education 
system in Israel. 
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As a national collection, the Israel Collection is charged with documenting 
Israeli society and Israeli culture in their entirety. This goal directly affects 
the thematic scope of collection, for example, expanding collection into fields of 
knowledge traditionally not collected by the Library, and reaching into additional 
social groups, such as Israeli Arabs, or newer ones, such as immigrants from Russia 
or Ethiopia, and even migrant workers – all of whom create material in languages 
other than Hebrew, and therefore the degree of accessibility of these materials to the 
general public in Israel is not commensurate with their particular place in society. 
The Israel Collection aspires to collect such material and make it accessible to its 
users. 

As a national collection, the Israel Collection should collect items in all formats 
in which information is published and disseminated – manuscripts, print, photos, 
sound recordings, electronic media or on the Internet. However, the scope and mode of 
collection vary from one format to another, according to NLI’s collection capabilities. 
Due to the comprehensive nature of the Israel Collection, the formats in which the 
material is created are represented in secondary collections, and unique principles 
of collection are required for each of them. 

 

C. 2. Collection Principles

General collection principles:
1) The major component of the Israel Collection is the written word, either printed or 

otherwise. To this are added music and photos (details follow below). Other audio-
visual material, especially film, are not the focus of the Collection, but have a 
certain place in it. 

2) Printed material: the Israel Collection collects items published in Israel. The 
“publication” of a work, whether free of charge or not, refers to the dissemination 
in the public domain of a work in a way that enables anyone who wishes to do so to 
become acquainted with it. The goal of the Collection is to make available to the 
public every item to which any interested party could at some time have access, 
with reasonable effort. On the other hand, items will not be considered to have 
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been published in the public domain if they were produced to meet the needs of a 
small defined group , and indicate that they were intended for internal use only 
or that they are not for distribution, as well as material related to the security 
apparatuses which are classified “restricted”, “secret” etc. (which by law may not 
be viewed by the public): all of these items will not be collected by NLI. 

3) By its very nature, the core of the Collection is works created in Israel. The 
Collection also includes works pertaining to Israel originating outside of 
Israel, but the place of these works in the Collection is secondary to Israeli 
material. 

4) The Israel Collection aims to collect a variety of types of existing material, 
and all its resources will be invested with this aim in mind. The Israel Collection 
is not involved in the creation of new materials – written, photographed, recorded 
or filmed. The exception to this rule is the recording of musical traditions in 
the Sound Archives or the by-products of other cultural activity in NLI, such as 
exhibition catalogues.

5) The Israel Collection aspires to expand its content and enrich it in all 
relevant formats. The principles of collection elucidated here pertain to 
physical collection, if not specified otherwise, but this does not mean that digital 
collection is less important. Moreover, gaps in the NLI physical collection will be 
filled with material that has been digitized in collections outside of NLI, to the 
extent that collaboration with other institutions is possible.

6) Above and beyond collaboration with external collections in Israel and abroad 
aimed at closing acquisition gaps, the Israel Collection aims to reach agreements 
concerning a division of labor with other collections of a national character, 
such as the Israel Film Archive at the Jerusalem Cinematheque, the Israel 
Broadcasting Authority Archives or the map archive at the Survey of Israel Center.

Culture and society in Israel
1) Hebrew and Zionist cultural and intellectual works created in the Diaspora 

since the end of the the 18th century.
2) Cultural works created in the Land of Israel from the beginning of the 19th 

century until the establishment of the State of Israel, with emphasis on Jewish 
society and the Hebrew language. The cultural output of the non-Jewish groups 
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at this time and the historical documentation thereof, on the other hand, will be 
included mainly in the Middle East and Islam Collection.

3) The cultural and social works created in the entire State of Israel, without 
applying a preferential or selective policy (with the exception of archival 
material belonging to the official organizations of the State of Israel which is 
collected by the State Archives, the IDF Archives and the like).

The Land of Israel
According to the Israel Collection’s guiding principles, the Land of Israel is 
considered a geographical unit within the accepted borders throughout history at 
their most extended limits.

The Collection focuses on a description of the Land of Israel as a geographical or 
political unit throughout the ages, and it includes archeological and geographical 
material (such as maps, travelogues, photos, documentation of flora and fauna), as 
well as institutional material pertaining to the Land of Israel originating in the 
various administrations which governed the area until the establishment of the State 
of Israel (mainly Ottoman and British). 

Israeli cultural and intellectual creative works

Collection targets included in the definition of cultural and intellectual works
1) As a rule, the Collection does not distinguish between “high” and “low” culture; 

between academic literature and popular literature; between culture aimed at 
adults and culture aimed at children etc. Any Israeli work which falls within 
the defined fields of the Collection merits inclusion in the Israel Collection, 
and there is no selective or preferential policy.

2) The term “work (creative work)” is very broad and includes not only material 
created for “spiritual” purposes, such as literature, research, journalism, 
art, entertainment and the like, but also material created for practical 
purposes, for example, in connection with legislation, publication, training, 
data collection, commissions of inquiry reports, position papers of political and 
social organizations, audio-video recordings, personal correspondence etc. 
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3) The Collection includes Israeli creative work in all formats – printed, 
manuscripts, raw photographic material, audio-visual material and born-digital 
material. At the present time, the Internet is the focus of intense activity and the 
largest database for social and cultural documentation of every kind. The Israel 
Collection will therefore also include the documentation of the Israeli Internet 
(on this, see below, Israeli Internet).

Focuses of the Collection
1) The main focus of the Israel Collection is written material created in Israel – in 

manuscript, printed or digital form. This preference is based on the assumption that 
the written text remains the prevalent vehicle for the dissemination of knowledge, 
the preservation of spiritual and intellectual output and documentation. The 
scope of textual output also includes written descriptions and documentations of 
non-textual Israeli material, such as in the fields of the archeology of the Land 
of Israel or Israeli art, architecture and the performing arts.

2) The second focus of the Collection is Israeli music – in addition to written 
musical documentation (including sheet music), recordings will also be collected. 
Musicians’ archives will be collected according to the outline below in Archives. 

3) A third focus is photos of the Land of Israel – photos of sites, persons and cultural 
events, as well as photos which document Israeli society and its cultural and 
intellectual output.

Limits of the Collection
1) Natural sciences and exact sciences in Israel do not fall within the scope of 

the Israel Collection (as opposed to popular science); on the other hand, materials 
in the natural sciences which specifically deal with Israel, such as the geology 
of the Land of Israel, agriculture, and the flora and fauna of Israel, are included 
in the Collection. However, Israeli publications in the natural sciences will 
be collected as part of the collection of Israeli books, by virtue of their being 
published in Israel (see below, Israeli books). Thus the archive of an Israeli 
scientist might also warrant collection due to the identity of the source of the 
material rather than due to the content of the archive. 
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2) Material culture, archeological artifacts and art will not be collected in the 
Israel Collection, since NLI focuses on the written word in the humanities and 
does not collect museum pieces. This is true also of textual creation on various 
materials, such as archeological inscriptions or graffiti. The only exception to 
this will be museum pieces pertaining to the history of the Hebrew book. 

3) The collection of Jewish religious works and rabbinical literature from all periods 
will be coordinated with the curator of the Judaica Collection. Even though the 
material is created in Israel, there should be a single framework for maintaining 
continuity of the collection of Jewish culture in all periods and regions, from 
ancient times until the present day. This is true also of the collection of Muslim 
and Christian religious material, as well as the material of other religions. 

C. 3. Formats

As a national collection, central elements of the Israel Collection are complete sub-
collections; in other words, the Collection aspires to entirely encompass all existing 
material. Therefore the collection policy shall be comprehensive – collection shall 
be at the highest level (Level 5), and NLI shall aspire to acquire every relevant item, 
either in physical or digital format. 

The collection policy in all sub-collections will be to expand them in both 
the physical and digital dimensions. Concerning the collection of Israeli books 
and newspapers, the emphasis will be on acquiring missing items in print in their 
physical form, due to NLI’s mission as the national institution charged with the 
physical preservation of these items for future generations. If such items cannot be 
located or purchased, a digital copy will be made from other sources. 

In fields of creation which fall within its scope, the Israel Collection will include 
digital copies of archival collections originating in other institutions. These also 
include collections specializing in the photographic and filmed documentation of 
fields which are not included in definition of the physical collection targets, such 
as architecture, plastic arts and the performing arts. 

The primary vehicle for collection in regard to Israeli materials is that of 
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the mandatory deposit of two copies under the Books Law, 2000, which applies to 
such publications. Even though mandatory deposit does not include every kind 
of publication, it fulfills a large part of the collection targets and long-term 
preservation goals of the Israel Collection. By virtue of this Law, the three sub-
collections of books, newspapers and music constitute traditional loci of excellence 
of the NLI, and their status as such should be maintained. 

The Israel Collection contains fourteen sub-collections, listed here according to 
their themes and their collection level:

Complete collections – Comprehensive, non-selective level (Level 5)
a) Israeli books
b) Israeli newspapers
c) Israeli music
d) Historical Zionist publications published abroad
e) Historical maps and atlases of the Land of Israel
f) Modern maps of the Land of Israel
g) Israeli databases and bibliographical indices
h) The Israeli Internet 

Research Collections – broad but selective collection (Level 4)
i) Publications about Israel
j) Israeli ephemera
k) The National Sound Archive
l) Oral documentation

Specialized Collections – focused and selective collection (Level 3)
m) Israeli photographs
n) Archives
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Listed below are the guidelines for collection in all the above-mentioned sub-
collections:

A) Israeli Books (Comprehensive Collection, Level 5)
NLI was initially built up around a core of written and printed material contained in 
books, in recognition of the historical status of the book as the pinnacle of cultural 
creative work, especially Jewish creation. Even today, when the exclusivity of the 
printed book has been lost, it still maintains its place at the heart of the cultural 
enterprise. Therefore the sub-collection of Israeli books is the central pillar of the 
Israel Collection, and NLI will continue to maintain a full and complete physical 
collection of all books published in Israel. 

Any unique work which is printed, bound and published shall be considered a book 
(see above, in this chapter “Printed material”, under “General Collection Principles”); 
likewise any free-standing independent work which is published for general perusal 
or reading. On the other hand, the following shall not be considered “books”: material 
that was not published but was written for private purposes or as a draft not for 
publication; books or pamphlets which are not meant to be read but have other 
purposes, such as coloring-in, cutting, play(as opposed to albums for ephemera , which 
will be collected in the ephemera collection); books or pamphlets which accompany a 
certain item as explanatory material or instructions; offprints ofan article from a 
journal or a collection of articles held by the Library; the copy of another book or a 
compilation of sections from other publications held by the Library. 

Items which do not fall under the definition of a published book will be collected 
if they deal with topics about which little is published; for example a training 
manual for sailing yachts or a professional manual for diamond cutters. 

A born-digital book will be considered a book for all intents and purposes, 
provided that it was published (even if not in print) as mentioned above in “Collection 
Principles”. NLI will acquire the rights to provide free access to such items for its 
users; if possible, a digital copy shall also be acquired for digital preservation. 

The aspiration to maintain a complete book collection pertains first and 
foremost to the content of the books. In principle, additional editions – including 
bibliographical editions – of a book held by NLI will be collected only if important 
content has been added. A new introduction or any other kind of addition which is not 
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part of the body of the book itself, or was not written by the author of the work in 
question or by others who had a part in producing the book shall not be considered 
additional important content. This is based on the conception that the aim of the 
Collection is to preserve material and provide access – as opposed to being a full and 
entire repository for the purpose of bibliographical (or bibliophilic) completeness 
in the widest sense of the word. 

Textbooks are published in numerous editions, each of which has a short “shelf-
life”, and they are therefore difficult to locate several years after their publication. 
All textbooks, provided that they were distributed in the education system or among 
a specific sector in this system, but not those distributed in only a few schools, 
will be collected. Individual lesson plans from the education system or from other 
organizations, such as the IDF, will not be collected. Editions which differ only in 
minute details will also not be collected. This applies also to the material issued by 
youth movements or other non-formal educational organizations; material collected 
from such organizations will be material that is produced for the organization as a 
whole, as opposed to that intended for local or regional use. 

The Books Law (which mandates deposits) indeed fulfills the main objectives of 
the collection of books, but the scope of collection will extend beyond this, and will 
include material which is of specific value to the collection, even if it was printed 
in less than 50 copies, the legal minimum set down by the law. Examples of such 
material includes:
1) Master’s theses and doctoral dissertations (not in the fields of natural sciences 

and the exact sciences). Seminar papers will be collected at the discretion of the 
Israel Collection curator, based on the recommendation of a relevant academic 
advisor. 

2) Non-academic research and position papers.
3) Memorial volumes published by family members, friends etc. 

Policy relating to Copies 
As a rule, NLI shall aspire to collect two copies of every book: one to be available to 
readers, and one for preservation (SR). This applies to mandatory deposits under the 
Books Law, and to gifts and acquisitions. If only one copy is collected, a digital copy 
will be produced for use by readers, and the physical copy will be preserved. 
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It should be emphasized that although obtaining a digital copy meets the 
requirement of complementing the collection for the public’s use, this does not 
eliminate the need to acquire a physical copy, within the range of the prices set by 
NLI, to be placed in the reserved section. 

Acquisition policy
Not all material which ought to have been collected under the Books Law and was not 
collected will be purchased at auctions or from book vendors in order to complete 
the Collection. In the case of material of this kind, clear preference will be given 
to filling in gaps by means of digital collection in collaboration with specialist 
institutions. For example, theater programs are collected in the archives of the 
Israeli Center for the Documentation of the Performing Arts at Tel Aviv University, and 
NLI will endeavor to scan these and collect them in a digital format. The same policy 
shall be applied to haggadot for Passover composed and printed in the kibbutzim. 
Such haggadot are not usually considered “publications” according to the definitions 
above, and should be considered ephemera, but NLI has a tradition of comprehensive 
collection of haggadot; this tradition will be preserved. Nevertheless, especially in 
view of the high prices of kibbutz haggadot, they will be not be purchased but will 
be collected in digital format from the Kibbutz Institute for Holidays and Jewish 
Culture which specializes in the collection of these items, as has been done until 
now by virtue of a longstanding collaboration between that Institute and NLI.

In principle, books will be purchased according to the price categories set by 
NLI. If a book is offered to NLI (by a vendor, in an auction, etc.), but the price does 
not justify its acquisition, efforts will be made to acquire a digital copy from the 
specialist institution or other libraries, and to make it accessible through the NLI 
catalog. 

B) Israeli newspapers (Comprehensive collection, level 5)
The aim of the newspaper collection is to supply the widest possible documentation 
of the routines of daily life in Israel, as close as possible to the events as they 
happen, and this aim is achieved by collecting a wide variety of papers, according to 
their subjects and their geographical dispersion. 

Above and beyond this aim, newspapers are also a central cultural platform. 
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Periodicals, which by their very nature focus on particular topics, complement the 
daily and weekly newspapers by adding depth to the documentation of the cultural 
creation. Academic journals are the central platform for research activity in Israeli, 
especially in the humanities and the social sciences. All these publications together 
present a broad surface off which to reflect the spirit of the age and the face of 
Israeli society.

Any newspaper distributed for payment or attached exclusively to another 
newspaper for payment, will be regularly collected with no exceptions. This applies 
also to all periodicals, local papers and other publications issued on a regular basis. 

Similarly, all Israeli born-digital newspapers, periodicals and newsletters, 
as well as digital editions of print newspapers will be collected. As in the case 
of books, the filling of gaps in the collection will be accomplished by digital or 
physical collection.

The sub-collection of Israeli newspapers is comprised of four groups: national 
newspapers and periodicals; local newspapers; publications issued on a regular 
basis by various organizations and institutions (including governmental bodies); 
magazines and bulletins. 

National newspapers and periodicals (comprehensive collection, level 5)
The collection policy regarding Israel national newspapers is very similar to that 
regarding Israeli books – routine and continuous collection of all the national 
newspapers and magazines by NLI. 
1) National newspapers (mainly daily and weekly) which deal mainly with current 

events.
2) Periodicals of all kinds, academic and popular, as long as they consist mainly 

of unique written content and not advertisements (see also below, magazines and 
bulletins).

3) Serial catalogues of auctions of every kind.

Local newspapers (non-representative collection, level 4)
Local newspapers distributed free of charge will be collected according to the 

following criteria:
1) One local newspaper or newsletter from every settlement in the country. In the 
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case of large cities, preference shall be given to the paper whose non-advertising 
content is most comprehensive. In small settlements, preference shall be given 
to a paper issued by the representative body of the settlement (regional council, 
secretariat or local committee). In addition, newspapers issued by all the regional 
councils will be collected. 

2) One bulletin of educational organizations (primary or middle school) or youth 
movements. 
 

Regular publications of institutions and organizations (comprehensive collection, level 5)
Publications issued periodically by authorities, institutions and organizations, 
both local and national, offer a wide view of the map of Israeli culture and society, 
alongside a “micro” view of the cultural and social activity in the various areas and 
sectors in the country. NLI shall aspire to a full collection of publications of this 
kind and shall collect them systematically. On the other hand, publications which 
are not issued regularly will not be collected systematically and will be collected 
randomly in the sub-collection of Israeli ephemera. 

Since every organization or institution is liable to issue various kinds of 
publications on a regular basis, the most comprehensive publication shall be 
collected – a list of events or periodic syllabus (annual or quarter-annual). If a 
certain institution is engaged in more than one kind of activity, such as education, 
cultural events and trips, programs from each kind of activity will be collected 
separately, only if these activities are not detailed in the general program. 

Following is a detailed list of the periodic publications that will be collected:
1) Publications by the government and its agencies intended for the public, in 

Israel and abroad: government ministries, local authorities, religious councils, 
governmental companies (i.e. the Israel Electric Corporation, Ashdod Port), 
statutory organizations (i.e. the Bank of Israel, Israel Antiquities Authority, 
National Insurance Institute of Israel), and other public bodies whose activity is 
regulated by law (i.e. Yad Vashem, Beth Hatefutsoth, the Begin Center, the Shazar 
Center). 

Also included will be publications issued by the legislature and the judiciary: the 
Knesset, the courts, the Rabbinic and Sharia courts, as well as publications issued 
by the national Zionist institutions (Jewish Agency, World Zionist Organization, 
Jewish National Fund).
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2) Newspapers issued by social movements and political organizations.
3) Student newspapers from all institutions of higher education in Israel.
4) Telephone directories of all kinds, regional and national (not local).
5) Curricula and course catalogues of academic (universities and colleges) and 

non-academic institutions, public and private (e.g., the Histadrut’s Training 
Center for Teachers, the course catalogue of the Israel Bar Association, Reidman 
International College for Complementary and Integrative Medicine, schools of 
photography or drama). In addition, student newspapers, which present aspects 
beyond the curricula, will also be collected.

6) Adult education curricula from programs run by local authorities and other 
public institutions. 

7) School diaries which have unique content
8) Programs of cultural events which take place on a regular basis such as 

conferences, festivals, biennales etc., Israeli and international, provided that 
they are run by national organizations which are unique in their field (for 
example, the conference of the Israeli Center for Libraries, the conference of the 
Israeli Bar Association or the Piyyut festival), government offices or regional 
authorities.

9) Cultural contests and prizes at the national level: publications by the 
organizing bodies, before and after the event. 

10) Programs of current events of all the museums; repertory cultural organizations, 
such as theaters, orchestras, dance troupes; television channels; cinemas; major 
popular music venues (Zappa, the Yellow Submarine). 

11) Publications issued by the main cultural institution in every settlement or 
local authority, usually the Matnas (center for culture, youth and sport) or local 
community center. Publications from at least one institution from every settlement 
will be collected. In the case of big cities, NLI will collect the publications of 
all the community centers (including the Matnasim) whose activity covers several 
neighborhoods and which represent diverse social sectors. NLI will also collect 
the municipal publications issued collectively by community centers. 

12) The publications of the non-repertory cultural institutions, which represent 
unique national institutions in their fields (such as Beit Shmuel which is the 
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activity center for the Movement for Conservative Judaism, the Instituto Italiano 
di Cultura, the Umm el-Fahm Art Gallery).

13) Publications of organizations that deal with tours, hikes, expeditions, 
provided they contain special content beyond itineraries (such as field schools, 
the Megalim School for Jerusalem Studies, the Society for the Preservation of 
Israel Heritage Sites).

14) Calendars which include information beyond the commonplace, such as text, photos, 
drawings, graphics, etc. The calendars of minority groups, such as the Karaites 
or the Samaritans, will all be collected without exception. Anonymous content, 
content of commercial nature, of clearly internal nature, or content widely found 
in many other calendars (such as candle lighting times) will not be collected. 

Magazines and bulletins (research level, level 4)
Two kinds of publications issued at regular intervals and distributed free of charge 
have been defined, and will be collected selectively according to the following 
criteria:

1) Synagogue bulletins with national or regional distribution (distributed 
in more than one settlement), or those representing a unique group in Israeli 
society, focusing on a specific topic or which are special in some other way, such 
as language, design, target audience etc. A list of all suitable bulletins which meet 
these criteria will be created; this list will be updated at regular intervals by the 
Israel Collection curator, and the curator will determine which bulletins are to be 
collected. A synagogue bulletin published by a regional religious council and which 
constitutes that council’s main publication will be collected by virtue of the council 
being a government agency (see above, periodic publications of institutions and 
organizations).

2) Commercial magazines (or commercial supplements to newspapers) on specific 
consumer issues which, from a historical point of view, might reflect the “spirit of the 
age”. These magazines will be collected only if published by an editorial board and if 
they include content which does not consist of advertisements. These do not include 
consumer magazines published by a commercial company advertising its products, 
unless it has a unique cultural presence, such as the city mall. Between one and three 
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publications (the longest) from each field, such as finance, education, local tourism, 
autos, cultural events, ecology and sustainable technology, international tourism 
and travel, health, food, lifestyle, various hobbies, books, parenting, senior citizens’ 
issues, technology, sport, entertainment, design, fashion and jewelry, interior design 
and furniture, weddings, art, new age will be collected.

Policy relating to copies
Two copies of newspapers and magazines that are displayed in the reading room will 
be collected for readers’ use. After the period of immediate use, between one month (in 
the case of dailies) and one year (quarterlies) from the date of issue, one copy will 
be digitized (or copied on microfilm if scanning is not possible) and then recycled. 
The second copy will be preserved as a physical copy. Two copies of newspapers and 
magazines which are not to be digitized will be collected: one for readers’ use and 
the other for preservation. The copy for perusal will be kept in the stacks or in one 
of the reading rooms. 

One copy of a newspaper that is to be digitized will be collected, and after 
being digitized, will be kept as a physical copy for preservation. Additional copies 
of newspapers will not be purchased or accepted as gifts, except in the case of 
periodsicals which are on display in two reading rooms; in these cases, a third copy 
may be collected.

C) Israeli music (comprehensive collection, level 5)
Policy regarding the sub-collection of Israeli music is for comprehensive, non-
selective collection (level 5), as in the cases of the sub-collections of Israeli books 
and newspapers. This sub-collection includes all music styles, both popular and 
artistic, as well as the music produced by all sectors of society, religious and ethnic 
minorities and in all languages, with no exceptions. 

Special attention will be paid to the documentation of Arabic music in Israel and 
to filling in the gaps in this field.

In regard to this sub-collection, the digital format of a musical work will be 
deemed to be equivalent to the original format (tape, record, CD) on which the work 
was recorded, and this shall be the main format of collection, rather than the format 
of the original recording.
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The musical work is considered a “language in itself”, one that is different from 
other kinds of material, written or photographed, which fall under the purview of the 
curator of the Israel Collection or of the other content specialists at NLI. In light 
of this fact, the development of the musical collections will be carried out together 
with the director of the Music Department at NLI.

D) Historical Zionist publications in the Diaspora (Comprehensive collection, level 5)
A policy of comprehensive and non-selective collection will be followed in regard 
to all historical Zionist publications, both single-issue such as ephemera on the 
one hand, and primarily publications that are periodic – the Zionist newspapers (from 
the time of “Hovevei Zion”) – on the other. Zionist publications published prior to 
the Establishment of the State of Israel will be collected in the Israel Collection, 
on the assumption that from that time onwards, Zionist activity in the Diaspora is 
representative of Jewish existence in the Diaspora, and therefore publications of 
this kind issued after 1948 will be collected in the Judaica Collection.

For further discussion of Zionist publications prior to the establishment of the 
State of Israel and their relation to the Judaica Collection, see below in the section 
on this sub-collection.

E) Historical maps and atlases of the Land of Israel (Comprehensive collection, 
level 5)
The Eran Laor Ancient Cartographic Collection, an important pillar of the study of 
the Land of Israel and its history, is one of NLI’s centers of excellence, and we shall 
take action to maintain this status by complementing the missing items. In deciding 
on completing the items in the sub-collection, the degree of uniqueness of the item 
in question will be considered, as well as its contribution as far as new content and 
information are concerned. Items whose cost exceeds the upper limit set by NLI will 
be purchased after consultation between the director of the Cartographic Collection 
and the curator of the Israel Collection and with the latter’s authorization. When an 
item cannot be purchased, an attempt will be made to secure a digital copy. 

The maps in the Laor Collection are mainly printed maps, and the aim is to create 
a complete collection of these maps. Maps in manuscript form will also be collected, 
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but priority will be given to securing digital copies of such maps that exist in 
collections outside of NLI. In this sub-collection, maps of historical cities around 
the world will no longer be collected, since maps unrelated to the Land of Israel are 
no longer among the goals of the Collection.

In light of the close connection between this Collection and the various cultures 
in the Land of Israel, it will be managed in coordination with the curator of the 
General Humanities Collection.

F) Modern maps of the Land of Israel (Comprehensive collection, level 5)
The policy of extending the sub-collection of maps of the Land of Israel shall also 
be applied to maps produced in the 19th and 20th centuries, since the beginning of 
measure-based mapping. It shall include maps produced by the Mandatory or Israeli 
mapping departments (the precursor of Survey of Israel), as well as by expeditionary 
delegations, independent geographers, commercial organizations, local authorities 
and the various organizations of the Yishuv and the Zionist movement. 

The physical collection of maps shall include all maps of the Land of Israel 
produced in Israel or abroad. However, the closing of major gaps in the collection will 
not focus on physical collection but rather on digital copies from other collections, 
with the aim of creating a joint digital database of maps of the Land of Israel. Our aim 
is to create working partnerships with the Survey of Israel, the cartographic library 
of the Department of Geography at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, the Zionist 
Archives and the State Archive. 

G) Bibliographic databases and indices (Comprehensive collection, level 5)
Databases (comprehensive collection, level 5)

NLI will purchase subscriptions to databases produced in Israel and dealing with 
Israel which will secure “lifelong” access to items that are accessible during the 
subscription period (the “archive” clause in the terms of the subscription). No less 
importantly, NLI will also preserve all the archives (which include information lost 
when the digital version of a database is updated) of the databases in the areas of 
the Collection.

Below are the definitions of the types of databases in which the Collection is 
interested, and a detailed description of the collection policyrelevant to each of them:
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1) Databases of primary material (not accessible from another electronic source): 
NLI shall have a permanent subscription (level 5) to all databases produced in 
Israel which contain historical, geographical, social and cultural material about 
Israel, including the archives of Israeli newspapers which are not included in 
JPress (such as Haaretz and Yediot Aharonot), as well as databases pertaining to 
Israelilaw (such as Takdin, Missim, Kol Oved).

Foreign databases which supply information about Israel will be collected 
after consultation with scholars in the relevant fields. Such databases,the 
primary aim of which is academic, will be given lower priority (level 4) in light 
of their accessibility at academic institutions on the one hand, and of the limited 
interest they hold for other target audiences on the other hand. 

Online dictionaries in Hebrew, such as the Historical Dictionary and the Rav-
Milim Dictionary will be collected in the Judaica Collection, the scope of which 
includes the study of the Hebrew language since biblical times. 

2) Bibliographical databases: Indices of publications in the humanities and social 
sciences, such as IHP, the Szold Institute databases, the Index of Legal Articles, 
are important tools for scholars and attract users to the Library, and therefore 
NLI will hold a permanent subscription to these databases (level 5).

3) Business databases: Databases such as Ifat OnDisc (a financial information 
system), Dun and Bradstreet.

4) Databases of scanned material: As a rule, comprehensive databases (such as Kotar – 
Israel’s online library) which serve the public interest will be collected at 
level 5; preference will be given to such databases over specific and commercial 
databases, which will be subscribed to at level 3 (Instructional support level).

5) Instructional databases: Databases which are aimed at serving the needs of 
teachers and pupils, such as “Kotar – textbooks”. Subscriptions to such databases 
will be purchased following consultation with NLI’s educational staff and staff 
from the high school system. This applies also to databases aimed at primary 
schools, such as “Galim” or “Al ha-Gova” (by Snunit).
NLI policy regarding subscriptions to databases shall be examined from time to 

time and the renewal of the subscriptions will be decided based on follow-up data 
concerning the use of the database. 
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NLI bibliographical indices (Comprehensive collection, level 5)
It is vital to create a central index of articles included in the scope of the Israel 
Collection. To this end, the aim of the Rambi index (Index of Articles on Jewish Studies) 
in the coverage of social sciences in Israel will be redefined and the possibility of 
cooperation with the Index of Israeli Publications in Social Sciences at the Szold 
Institute will be considered. 

A merger with larger databases which enable the viewing of scanned material, such 
as JSTOR, will also be examined.

In addition to scientific articles, the index should also include articles from 
popular journals published in Israel. In this regard, cooperation with the IHP 
database, which includes scientific and popular journals, will be considered.

H) Israeli Internet (comprehensive collection, levels 4-5)
The Israeli domains on the Internet (comprehensive collection, level 5)
The Internet is the most prolific creative platform of our time. Organizations, 
companies and public institutions have a considerable presence on websites and 
social networks, and they supply information to everyone. Moreover, the electronic 
dimension serves as a contemporary “village square”, where the public mood finds 
expression in blogs, talkbacks, social networks etc., and where the free spirit of 
creation characterizing the 21st century is manifested. In light of this, NLI shall 
aspire to a comprehensive collection of the Israeli Internet.

NLI shall “harvest” all Israeli Internet sites every six months, archiving all sites 
active or registered in Israel, as well as non-Israeli sites which deal mainly with 
Israel. Any site active in Israel, regardless of language or field, shall be considered 
an Israeli Internet site. Hebrew sites active outside of Israel will also be archived.

Select Israeli Internet Sites (Research collection, level 4) 
Alongside the bi-annual comprehensive “harvest” of the Israeli Internet, select 
Israeli websites will be continuously preserved by archiving them regularly. For this 
purpose, sites with broad and varied content and in wide use will be selected, with 
an emphasis on the relationship between their content and the fields included in the 
scope of the Israel Collection: Israeli and Zionist history; biography; geography of 
the Land of Israel; the arts, with an emphasis on Israeli music; journalism and opinion 
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journalism; folklore and religious and ethnic traditions; popular culture; leisure 
culture, entertainment and sport; the publications of governmental organizations – 
the Government, local authorities, the Knesset, the judiciary; NGOs (the non-profit 
sector); voluntary social activities; the economy of Israel; mass media; the structure 
of Israeli society; informal education; Israeli politics; Israel law; IDF and the 
security establishment. 

I) Publications about Israel (Research collection, level 4)
This sub-collection is based on the acquisition of foreign works, mainly books and 
journals.

Broad acquisition for research purposes (Level 4)
NLI will collect studies published abroad in all languages, mainly books and 
periodicals, as well as unpublished papers (doctoral dissertations, independent 
research, position papers etc) which fall within the fields covered by the Israel 
Collection. The most noteworthy of these are: Israeli history with an emphasis on 
the Israeli-Arab conflict; archeology, geography, the flora and fauna of the Land 
of Israel and the surrounding regions; Israeli politics; Israel’s economy; the IDF; 
Israeli society; gender in Israel; Israeli democracy and the Israeli legal system. All 
of these are important for the documentation of Israeli culture and society, mainly 
due to the way these appear from an outside perspective.

When acquiring works in these fields, the main emphasis will be on academic 
publications, many of which are published in established series and are already 
included in NLI’s routine acquisitions. Others are interdisciplinary and the subject 
matter is international, and therefore their relevance to Israel must be considered. 
A book in which the content pertaining to Israel constitutes no more than one-third 
of the entire work (e.g., one or two articles out of eight) will not be purchased, unless 
it was published under special circumstances (for example, the proceedings of a 
conference held in Israel), and in that case the curator of the Israel Collection will 
be consulted as to whether this item should be purchased. It should be therefore 
emphasized that periodicals or collections of articles dealing with Israel will be 
purchased only if they meet the minimum requirements set out here. 
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Efforts will be made to set up ongoing collaborations with organizations such as 
the Association for Israel Studies (AIS) in order to follow the publication of academic 
studies and non-academic position papers, including master’s theses and doctoral 
dissertations and to acquire them, if they conform to the above definitions.

Collection in this sub-collection will be comprehensive with regard to books on 
travel in the Land of Israel and the study of the Land of Israel, from all periods and in 
all languages, as well as in regard to journals on these subjects. This also includes 
books and periodicals published up until WWI, at least five pages or more of which 
are related to the Land of Israel. Later publications will be purchased as long as the 
content pertaining to the Land of Israel constitutes more than one quarter of the 
book.

Limited acquisition for representative purposes (level 3)
Literature about Israel which is not scholarly or academic will be purchased in 
limited numbers in order to create a representative collection, and priority will be 
given to publications by Israelis or with a clear connection to Israel (level 4).

Prose literature about Israel, anti-Israeli propaganda, publications about the 
Israeli-Arab conflict – all these are published on a large scale and reflect Israel’s 
image among the public at large, and herein is their value. Such items will be purchased 
selectively, according to the uniqueness of the work or the editions. Special attention 
will be paid to the purchase of materials published in Asia or Africa, which are rarer 
than those from Europe, America and the Middle East.

Travel guides to Israel are published frequently and in numerous editions, 
and they also provide a unique view of the image of Israeli society and culture as 
perceived from abroad. The acquisition of such items will be guided by three main 
considerations: the area of specialization of the title (e.g., a work intended for 
children), the extent of the material added to earlier editions (either the absolute 
or relative number of pages), the time elapsed since the publication of the earlier 
edition. 

Regarding prose, the degree to which the content pertains to Israel will be 
assessed, and books will be purchased if at least a quarter of the pages deal with 
Israel.
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Anti-Israeli propaganda is published on a large scale all over the world, 
especially in Arab countries. A limited number of these works will be purchased: five 
publications a year from Arab countries and five from the rest of the world. 

Publications about the Israeli-Arab conflict are also published on a large scale, 
and in many cases are anti-Israeli propaganda in camouflage. All the books on this 
topic which are published by academic or government organizations, or by well-known 
publishers, will be purchased. Other publications will be purchased in a limited 
number, according to the criteria relevant to anti-Israeli propaganda outlined above. 
Priority will be given to publications by Israelis. 

Translations of Israeli works into foreign languages (level 4)
Translations of Hebrew prose and poetry (or Israeli works, especially in Arabic) into 
any other language will be purchased, in recognition of their contribution to the 
dissemination of Israeli culture worldwide. Israeli books which have been translated 
many times into a particular language will be purchased in a manner that creates a 
periodic coverage of at least one translation every twenty years (the period of time 
in which the accepted principles of translation and elements of style change).

In principle, the choice of the language of translation will take into consideration 
the Israeli reader, who is the most frequent potential user of the library, and therefore 
preference will be given to the languages prevalent in Israel (apart from Hebrew): 
Arabic and Russian, as well as the most-widely used languages around the world in 
general, and in the Jewish world in particular: English, Spanish, French and German.

NLI shall purchase all the translations into Arabic, Russian and English of Israeli 
scholarly literature which relates to the fields covered by the Israel Collection. In 
cases in which the original Israeli work deals with the culture of the language of the 
translation, a translation into that language will collected. 

Translations of foreign works (level 4)
All foreign scholarly literature about Israel will be purchased in the original 
language, as will the translations into Hebrew, Arabic, Russian and English (from any 
original language).

C. THE ISRAEL 
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J) Israeli Ephemera (research collection, level 4)
By definition, ephemera include publications which were not meant to be preserved. 
Ephemera represent the various layers of every-day culture, both popular and high 
culture. In light of the relatively low cost of producing items of ephemera as well as 
their purpose, they are a reliable reflection of the public domain at a low level of 
selectivity. The items may be small and limited in content, but there are many more 
items of this sort than of any other kind in the Collection, and they are relevant to 
a vast number of fields. 

The Israel Collection will collect ephemera in print which represent daily life in 
all sectors of Israeli society and through this, the diverse Israeli culture . The items 
collected will create a broad and authentic mosaic representing cultural and social 
activity in Israel. It should be mentioned that periodic items of ephemera (issued on 
a regular basis) are also collected in the sub-collection of Israeli newspapers.

The Judaica Collection will endeavor to locate items and collections of ephemera 
of a Zionist nature from before 1948 and add them to the Israel Collection.

Israeli ephemera will be collected through informants who will collect the 
material they come across, or through printers around the country with whom NLI has 
a good working relationship. The collection of photographs will be coordinated on an 
ad-hoc basis in the case of unique or unexpected events of national importance (such 
as the disengagement from the Gaza Strip in the summer of 2005 or the social protests 
which took place in Israel in the summer of 2011).

The sub-collection of Israeli ephemera is made up of several groups:

Publications by various institutions and organizations (level 4)
The collection of irregular publications by various institutions and organizations, 
although limited by its very nature to random and non-continuous collection typical 
of ephemera, is aimed at complementing the collection of periodic publications of 
this kind in the sub-collection of Israeli newspapers. Therefore, a search in both 
sub-collections will provide the user with most of the tools he needs to complete 
his search to the level of the relevant institution or organization and according to 
a chronological division. 
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Banners and posters (level 3)
This group of items offers a unique and irreplaceable view of the public sphere in 
Israel over the years, and constitutes a collection in its own right, alongside the 
more traditional items. It includes items of all kinds, issued by organizations or 
sectors from all walks of life: culture, religion, politics, government etc. Items whose 
origins are identifiable as well as those whose origins are not identifiable will be 
collected. Regarding music, special emphasis will be placed on posters and banners 
related to Hebrew songs and popular and light music, to complement the comprehensive 
sub-collection of “Israeli music”. Posters and banners will be arranged according 
to subject rather than origin in order to facilitate effective searches. The subject 
matter of the posters and banners will be further divided into sub-topics, but items 
from each decade will be grouped together. Ephemera items are issued very frequently, 
and are distributed over a wide geographical region, but not in large quantities. It 
is therefore difficult to collect them systematically, and by its very nature, the 
collection of these items is partial and representative. In light of this, in this field 
special emphasis will be put on digital collection through cooperation with local or 
specialist institutions. 

Synagogue bulletins with local distribution (level 4)
Synagogue bulletins which are distributed locally will be collected randomly, like 
other items of ephemera. Bulletins of this kind issued by an unidentified source 
will not be collected. The aim of collecting these bulletins is to complement the 
continuous collection of “synagogue bulletins distributed regionally or nationally.”

Invitations to family celebrations (level 4)
Invitations from all sectors and from all over the country will be collected. NLI will 
publicize the importance of collecting these items in order to enlist the public’s 
assistance in this matter. 

Political material from election campaigns (level 4)
Printed propaganda of all kinds issued by all political parties and non-parliamentary 
movements participating in all election campaigns will be collected: political 
platforms, posters, banners, stickers etc. The material will be stored according to 
election campaign and political party.

C. THE ISRAEL 
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Greeting cards (level 4)
Greeting cards of all kinds will be collected: New Year’s, holidays, birthdays and 
family celebrations. 

Other emphemera items (level 4)
Items which do not belong to the groups listed above, but which are important for 
purposes of social and cultural documentation, will also be collected, such as 
tickets to various events; mementos from family or public celebrations; bus, train 
etc. tickets; bookmarks; calendars for the daily study of Torah, restaurant menus. 

Acquisition policy:
By their very nature, ephemera are transient, and not meant to be preserved. In 

light of this fact, and in light of the random nature of their collection, each item 
in itself is not valuable. Therefore, single items of ephemera will not be purchased 
from vendors, unless they are of intrinsic value (for example, if they are related to 
an important historical event or social phenomenon which is poorly documented). This 
applies especially to items from the last forty years, when the ephemera collection 
was unregulated. Priority will be given to the acquisition of items which represent 
organizations, social phenomena etc., which formerly were not collected in this sub-
collection. 

Every publication which is for sale will be collected, regardless of its content, 
as is the practice in the book, media and music collections, on the assumption that 
such publications include content which is not available elsewhere. 

Advertisements will not be collected, since these appear in the print media as 
well.

All of the above applies to the physical collection of ephemera in the Library. NLI 
will also keep a combined ephemera collection, which will include items of digital 
Israeli ephemera. On this, see the detailed description in the sub-collection Archives.

K) The National Sound Archive (Research collection, level 4)
The National Sound Archive is a representative documentation collection of all the 
musical traditions in Israel and a center of excellence developed by the Library over 
the last fifty years. The Archive’s activity will focus on the routine collection of 
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recorded material and of recordings initiated by the Archive, as well as filling in 
gaps in documentation created in the past, with emphasis on the musical traditions of 
Israeli Arabs. Closing the gaps in documentation will be carried out in coordination 
with other institutions engaged in documentation of this kind. 

In addition to recordings of music, the National Sound Archive will also collect 
recordings of important events taking place in Israeli social life and cultural scenes from 
various sources, such as broadcasting organizations, newsreels and private initiatives. 

Foreign films with Hebrew subtitles will not be collected, since the proportion of 
Israeli material in these films is negligible and the translators are usually unknown. 

L) Oral History (Research collection, Level 4)
By its very nature, oral history is intended to be documented, and its main contribution 
is that it creates new raw material for research. In addition, the nature of the field 
of oral history is that of research itself. Yad Vashem, for example, documents oral 
history based on the statutory obligation to commemorate all victims of the Holocaust 
(this documentation requires systems governing content, professional training, 
technology, logistics etc). NLI, on the hand, is not committed to commemoration but 
rather to collection and preservation, and therefore there is no justification for 
investing in an independent infrastructure for oral history. It should be emphasized 
that the Israel Collection focuses its resource allocation on the collection of 
existing material and not the creation of new material, including oral history.

Nevertheless, the Israel Collection will accept existing collections of oral 
history from scholars and relevant bodies. The aim of collecting this material will 
be to preserve and make them accessible, mainly in the fields in which local and 
independent bodies are active, such as the heritage of different Jewish communities 
and minorities or the veterans of the agricultural settlement in Palestine and 
defense organizations in Israel. In the field of oral history, collection shall be 
mainly digital rather than the acquisition of the original recordings. 

Priority will be given to the collection of oral history of sectors in Israeli 
society that are poorly represented in the written material, such as contemporary 
Ethiopian Jewry, or the immigrants from North Africa in the 1950s. Collection will 
be coordinated with the Israel Association for Oral History and the Division of Oral 
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History at the Institute of Contemporary Jewry, at the Faculty of Humanities, the 
Hebrew University of Jerusalem.

M) Israeli photographs (Specialist collection, level 3)
The field of photographic documentation is developing and gaining ground as an 
integral element of archival research. This field also attracts the interest of wide 
target audiences. 

The sub-collection of Israeli photographs includes material dealing with sites 
and landscapes of the Land of Israel and central figures in Israeli culture and 
society, and at the present time, the collection specializes mainly in the Ottoman 
period (from the advent of photography until the mid 19th century). The collection 
policy guiding the development of the photographic collection is based on principles 
similar to those of the Archival Collection. NLI shall continue to preserve its core of 
excellence in the photographs of the Ottoman period and to collect material created 
with all types of photographic technology. NLI shall also endeavor to create digital 
partnerships with other collections specializing in photographs of this period. 

On the other hand, the Mandatory period is under-represented in the collection, 
and the period since the Establishment of the State of Israel even more so. Therefore, 
special efforts will be made in order to fill these gaps in the photographic 
documentation of the culture and society in the Yishuv in the Land of Israel and the 
State of Israel in the 20th century, especially through digital partnerships. 

N) Archives (Specialist collection, level 3)
The Combined Archival Collection

The traditional field of specialization of the Archives Department at NLI is 
personal archives belonging to artists, authors, musicians etc. in the fields of 
Israeli and Jewish culture. 

By virtue of its definition as a national collection, the Israel Collection aspires 
to create a national database of archives pertaining to Israeli culture, Israeli society 
and the Land of Israel – the main fields of the Israel Collection. Therefore, the sub-
collection of the Archives should combine both physical and digital archives. In other 
words, on the one hand, NLI will continue the traditional collection of primary source 
materials that require registration, and on the other hand, digital copies of archives 
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held and registered in other institutions will be collected and made accessible to 
the public. 

The collection of physical archives
The collection of new physical archives will continue to focus on the field of Israeli 
culture, but will be expanded to the two new fields of the Israel Collection: Israeli 
society, with an emphasis on sectors in society which are not well represented in the 
Collection, and the study of the Land of Israel. 

The archives selected for collection will be either personal or institutional, 
or thematic collections which are deemed to make a significant contribution to the 
documentation of Israeli society, Israeli culture and the study of the Land of Israel. 
There will be special emphasis on the personal archives of artists active in the 
field of Israeli song, in order to complement the sub-collection of Israeli music. The 
process of selecting new archives will be carried out by the Archives Department and 
led by the curator of the Israel Collection and the head of the Collections Department, 
sometimes in consultation with external experts on an ad hoc basis. In light of the 
special nature of the musical material as a “language” in itself, the personal archives 
of Israeli musicians will be selected by the head of the Music Department together 
with the curator of the Israel Collection. 

The process of receiving, registering and making a new archive available to the 
public is long and expensive. NLI’s aspiration to receive valuable archives will 
be difficult to achieve without financial support from external sources. Towards 
this end, a pool of potential donors will be created to support the purchase and 
registration of new archives. In addition, after the decision to receive a new archive 
has been made, NLI will appeal to donors who might be interested either in the person 
of the archive’s owner or the field in which he is active. Procuring financial support 
will be a consideration in deciding whether to absorb an archive, but not a condition. 

NLI will collect personal archives as well as the archival material from independent 
collectors. Such collections are important since they sometime salvage large amounts 
of valuable material left in testamentary bequests. Archives and collections of this 
kind might be offered to NLI only in a digital format, and NLI will be geared up to 
collect them in this format. 
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The collection of digital archives
NLI will serve as a central national institution for the collection of digital archives 
in the fields which fall within the scope of the Israel Collection. NLI shall work 
towards making these archives accessible to the general public as part of the digital 
library (which will also include other digital material). With this aim in mind, 
NLI shall foster connections with collections held at other institutions. NLI will 
also cooperate with institutions abroad that hold Israeli archives, with the aim of 
creating one central portal for access to Israeli archival material and which will 
enable research of such material in Israel. 

An archive (or an archival collection), personal or institutional, will be suitable 
for inclusion in the collection of digital archives at NLI if it appears that it will 
make a substantial contribution to the array of fields pertaining to culture and 
society in Israel or the study of the Land of Israel (for details, see the section on 
“Select Israeli Sites” above).

When collecting digital archives, preference shall be given to archives whose 
level of registration will enable finding information cross-referenced in NLI’s 
physical collections or in other collections in the digital library.

The collection of born-digital archives
Considering the ways in which material is formed in the 21st century, it is vital to 
procure technology which will enable the ongoing collection of born-digital archival 
material of artists, authors etc. in their lifetime.

The considerations for collecting archives of this kind are entirely different 
from those relating to physical archives. “Promising” artists, authors etc. must be 
located when still young, and their work, correspondence and photos that are born 
digital, must be preserved throughout their lifetime. This carries a certain degree 
of risk, since it is impossible to tell whether a young “promising artist” will go 
on to become one whose works will be considered worthy of collection or that his 
professional and social milieu will justify preserving his correspondence and so on.

Therefore NLI should select promising figures from the cultural world, such as 
authors, poets, artists, journalists, philosophers and scholars, and “adopt” them 
throughout their lifetime by means of ongoing collection (at least once a year) of 
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their work and their digitally documented activities. 
In light of the anticipated difficulties which this course of action will face, we 

will consider the collection of born-digital archives and their value by collecting the 
archives of one or two young candidates for several years. In addition, the collection 
of the archives of one or two older figures who create digital material worthy of 
collection will be considered.

Guidelines for accepting new archives
1) Conformity with the main fields which fall within the scope of the Israel 

Collection – alongside the traditional specialization in Israel culture, priority 
will be given to the development of fields pertaining to Israel society and the 
Land of Israel.

2) Priority will be given to an archive whose content is related to that of other archives 
(or other special collections) already housed by NLI (mainly correspondence).

3) The importance accorded to an archive shall be a factor not of the person who 
created it, but rather of the quality of the archival material – the manuscripts 
of various works, correspondence, photos or other material. Therefore the Israel 
Collection will collect archives of unknown figures if the contents make a unique 
contribution to the Collection; on the other hand, the archives of “important” 
people will be collected, if in addition to the contribution to the main fields 
within scope of the collection and to the knowledge about the creators of the 
archive, the archives also contribute to our knowledge about the other people with 
whom they were in contact. 

4) Material which does not fall within the main fields of the Israel Collection or 
which by its very nature should be collected by another institution (such as the 
State Archives or the Zionist Archives), but the institution in question is not 
willing to accept the archive, will be considered for collection by NLI, since the 
material might be in danger of being lost – on condition that the archive, in itself, 
is important to the documentation of the Israeli heritage (such as the archive of 
an important state official).

5) As a rule, NLI shall refrain from purchasing archives and shall prefer to accept 
archives given as gifts. However, in order to better compete with other institutions 
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receiving important archives, NLI shall devise incentives to attract archives – 
a kind of a “benefits package for archives” which could include proposals for 
speedy digitization, holding an event or setting up an exhibition. 

The purchase of single items and the complementation of existing archives and collections
When considering the purchase of certain items, the particular value of the item and 
its conformity to the target archive shall be considered, first and foremost. These 
shall be taken into account before other considerations, such as completing the 
archive, prestige, or competition with other institutions.

NLI shall approach specialist collecting organizations and suggest that they 
purchase items offered to NLI if these items are more suitable to their collections, 
in order to ensure items are properly preserved in the most appropriate venue. 
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D. THE ISLAM AND MIDDLE EAST COLLECTION



The image on the previous page: The first chapter of the Qur'an (Surat al-Fatiha), Iran, beginning of 16th century

This section was written by Dr. Raquel Ukeles, Islam and Middle East Curator
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D. 1. Description of the Collection

The Islam and Middle East Collection (IME) has been one of the core collections of 
the NLI since the beginning of the 20th century, as a major subject of teaching and 
research at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem. In its early stages, when it was 
titled “the Oriental Collection”, it benefited from the close attention of two of the 
Library’s directors who were also renowned scholars in the fields of Arabic and Islam: 
Gotthold Weil (Director of the Library, 1935-1946) and David Baneth (Interim Director, 
1946-1947). In 1962, following new appointments and new avenues of research at the 
Hebrew University, the collection was renamed “The Institute of Asian and African 
Studies”. While the Collection continued to focus on its core subjects of classical 
Islam, culture and history in the Middle East, and Arabic and Persian languages and 
literatures, it also expanded its linguistic and geographical scope and began to 
collect materials pertaining to Eastern Asia and sub-Saharan Africa. In the Master 
Plan for the Renewal of the National Library (2011), the core areas of the Collection 
were redefined and it was renamed The Islam and Middle East Collection, and today no 
longer collects material related to Eastern Asia and sub-Saharan Africa.

The Collection’s rationale and aims
The National Library Law 2007 defines the National Library as Israel’s main research 
library in general, and in particular, as the main research library of the Hebrew 
University in the fields of the humanities, Judaic studies, Islamic studies and the 
cultures of the Middle East. The Master Plan lists in detail the role and scope of 
the IME Collection as one of NLI’s three core collections and as the main research 
collection in its field in Israel. 

According to the definitions laid down in the Law of the National Library and the 
Master Plan for the Renewal of the National Library, the IME Collection has three main 
purposes:
1) The selection and acquisition of material;
2) Meeting the research needs of scholars and advanced students at Israel’s 

universities and colleges, first and foremost those at the Hebrew University of 
Jerusalem.

3) Supporting the research of independent scholars among the general public in 
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Israel and abroad, with due attention given to the needs of Arabic-speaking 
scholars. Assistance will be given in person and on NLI’s website and via the 
Digital Library.

Target audiences
The purpose of the IME Collection is therefore to serve a heterogeneous set of target 
audiences, including scholars from Israel and abroad, the general public in Israel, 
and, in particular, the Arab public. The Master Plan emphasizes the need for digital 
collection of materials, in order “to attract the Arab population to the Library”, and 
as the basis for cooperation with other libraries in the Middle East.
For the purposes of building the collection, the requirements of the Collection’s 
users can be classified according to the various types of researchers:
1) Researchers who are interested in an in-depth examination of specific subjects and 

in primary sources in Middle Eastern and Muslim languages – such as university 
faculty, students pursuing advanced degrees and independent scholars;

2) Researchers in need of extended reference services and who would benefit from 
introductory materials, reference works and accessible digital materials – such 
as independent researchers, BA students and advanced high school students;

3) Researchers who primarily are seeking modern or contemporary material, 
periodicals and government reports – journalists and lawyers;

4) Researchers who use NLI’s digital collections – Israelis who do not live near the 
Library or users from the Middle East or other regions. 

The formulation of the policy of the Collection has taken into considerationthese 
diverse research needs on the one hand, and on the other hand, the limitations of budget 
and human resources. In the next few years, following the Library’s prioritazion of the 
requirements of university faculty and independent researchers, the Collection will 
focus on rebuilding the research collection in Islam, expanding the modern Middle 
East collection and on constructing user-friendly platforms for digital materials. 

The Scope of the Collection
The selection of books, journals and electronic resources for the IME Collection follows 
the guidelines below and is based on the following collection levels: comprehensive 
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(level 5), research level (level 4), instructional support level, supporting academic 
research (level 3), basic information level (level 2), minimal level (level 1) (see A.3 
Collection Levels in the Introduction).
1) Broad and in-depth collection of the Islamic religion from the seventh century 

until the present time, including all areas relating to classical Islam, primary 
sources and material pertaining to religious scholars and thinkers, writers and 
modern and contemporary Islamic movements, and academic research on Islam;

2) The history and cultures of the Islamic world, in which Muslim are or were in 
the past either the majority or a substantial minority, will be collected according 
to a policy staggered according to geographical regions: in-depth coverage of 
material related to central Islamic countries in the pre-modern period and the 
Middle East (including contemporary Iran and Turkey), and modern North Africa; 
research-level coverage of material related to central and southern Asia in the 
modern periods, and basic coverage of material related to other areas (for details, 
see “geographical regions and chronological scope”).

3) Research-level coverage of material related to the growing field of research 
on Muslim minorities in the West, with a primary focus on Western Europe and a 
secondary focus on Muslims in North America. 

4) Comprehensive coverage of all material required for research related to 
Arab-Palestinian culture and society, including primary sources and academic 
studies (detailed description to follow). This material consists of a wide variety 
of formats, including books, newspapers, journals, reports by the Palestinian 
Authority, photographs, maps, films, ephemera, music and literature written by 
Palestinians in the Diaspora pertaining to Palestinian identity and culture. In 
contrast, material by Palestinians who are Israeli citizens or material about 
them, as well as material by inhabitants of the Yishuv (prior to the establishment 
of the State of Israel) about Palestinian Arabs or the Yishuv’s policy concerning 
them will be collected in the Israel Collection. 

5) Broad coverage of material pertaining to the Middle East and North Africa 
both in the humanities and social sciences, including the history and cultures 
of religious and ethnic minorities (outside of the Land of Israel and excluding 
material about Jewish communities, which is collected in the Judaica Collection).

6) Broad coverage of the main languages of classical Islam and the main literary 
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traditions of the Middle East, including Arabic, Persian, Ottoman Turkish, modern 
Turkish and in the future, also Urdu (details below).

Geographical regions and chronological scope
For the purposes of the IME Collection, the region of the Middle East and North Africa 
includes the following countries, according to the contemporary political borders: 
Algeria, Bahrain, Egypt, Iran, Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Libya, Morocco, Oman, the 
Palestinian Authority, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Sudan, Syria, Tunisia, Turkey, the United 
Arab Emirates and Yemen (Israel falls under the scope of the Israel Collection). In 
general, the chronological scope of the pre-modern period in the Middle East ranges 
from the 7th until the end of the 18th century; the modern period is from the 
beginning of the 19th century until the present day.

Southern Spain (known as Andalusia) is considered a branch of the Muslim region 
of North Africa from the 8th century until the 15th century. 

The Balkans and other countries in southern and central Europe (such as 
Bulgaria) were part of the Ottoman Empire from the 14th century until 1878 (when they 
gained independence).

Central Asia as defined in the Collection includes the areas of the following 
countries: Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan. The pre-
modern period in this region extends until the Russian invasion in 1867.

South Asia as defined by the Collection includes the following countries: 
Afghanistan, Bangladesh, India, Pakistan and Sri Lanka. Other countries in this 
region, such as Nepal, Myanmar and Bhutan are not represented in the IME Collection, 
since they do not have a sizeable Muslim population. The pre-modern period in this 
region spans from the 11th century until 1800.

Arab-Palestinian culture, for the purposes of the IME collection, includes the 
culture of Arabs who reside in the areas under the jurisdiction of the Palestinian 
Authority in the West Bank and in the Gaza Strip, or of Arabs residing elsewhere who 
regard themselves as Palestinian Arabs; as opposed to this, material pertaining to 
the culture of Arab citizens of Israel and of Arabs who reside in areas annexed by 
Israel (such as East Jerusalem) falls under the scope of the Israel Collection. 
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The linguistic scope of the Collection
The IME Collection includes materials published in Europe and North Africa in English 
and other European languages (first and foremost French and German, alongside 
select material in Italian and Spanish in the relevant areas, such as the study of 
al-Andalus and the Spanish Maliki legal school). Likewise, the Collection will acquire 
select material in Russian, particularly pertaining to Iran and Central Asia, since 
in recent years there has been an increasing number of students pursuing advanced 
degrees and young scholars (mainly from the former USSR) engaged in research of Islam 
in central Asia and who are sufficiently proficient in Russian to use research material 
in this language. Whenever feasible, the IME Collection will prioritize the selection 
and acquisition of material by means of profiles according to subject matter. 

Regarding the languages of the Muslim world, the Collection focuses on the main 
languages of classical Islam and of the modern Middle East – Arabic, Persian, Ottoman 
and modern Turkish. Once NLI’s systems for selection, acquisition and cataloging of 
material in Persian and Turkish have been established, we will be able to consider 
the option of including material in other languages from the region, such as Kurdish, 
Pashto, Dari, and the Iranian and Turkish languages of southern and central Asia. 
At a later stage, the Collection will consider expanding to acquire Urdu material in 
selected subjects. 

D. 2. Principles of Collection

Theoretical issues
Global Islam versus a regional focus
The collection policy attempts to balance an acquisitions policy that reflects the 
global and transnational aspects of Islam, on the one hand, and budgetary concerns 
on the other. A collection policy based on well-defined geographical boundaries also 
has its drawbacks; such a policy would not reflect the reality of 21st-century Islam, 
and would not be able to adequately address new trends in the study of Islam. On a 
practical level, however, a “global” focus on Islam within the limits of NLI’s budget 
would probably lead to an eclectic collection with substantial gaps. Therefore, the 
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IME Collection will adopt a graduated collection policy, while ensuring that the 
collection maintains basic coverage of all the main regions of the Muslim world. Over 
the next few years this policy will be reconsidered periodically, in keeping with the 
development of new research methodologies for studying subjects trans-nationally 
and trans-regionally. 

Building a national collection and meeting scholars’ requirements
When building a national collection, one should consider how best to meet the 
research requirements of scholars who study Islam also beyond its main boundaries. 
First, the inter-library loan system in Israel should be improved. Second, the IME 
Collection staff should increase cooperation with other major research institutions 
in Israel to ensure that at least one institution will cover each of the major regions. 
This is the theory, but in practice there are gaps in coverage across all the IME 
collections in Israel, given the lack of university faculty who cover these subjects 
and shrinking acquisitions budgets in many university libraries. The most noticeable 
gaps pertain to south-east Asia, especially Indonesia, Malaysia and Singapore, and 
to a lesser degree, to materials pertaining to the languages of South Asia and Africa. 
Over time the IME Collection will collaborate with other institutions in order to 
deal with the gaps in the Collection. In the long/medium term, with the anticipated 
technological advances, it is possible that NLI will find a way to build partnerships 
with international institutions.

Until such time, the Collection’s staff should set aside an annual budget for 
fulfilling the requests of scholars for monographs in English, French or German 
dealing with these regions, or for specific articles. Moreover, until such time as the 
question of Urdu acquisitions as a matter of policy is re-examined, the purchase of a 
limited number of items in Urdu by scholarly request will be considered. 

Practical challenges related to acquisition
In theory, the IME Collection collects research material related to the Middle East 
and North Africa in Arabic, Persian and Turkish on a broad scale. In practice, NLI 
does not have direct access to materials from many countries in the Middle East, 
and the Library purchases many more items from Israel’s immediate neighbors (Egypt, 
Jordan, Lebanon and the Palestinian Authority) than from its distant neighbors. The 
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problem lies partially in the situation of the Arabic book market: many publishers 
do not issue catalogues, and books remain on the market only for a short time. This 
problem is compounded by political issues, especially the refusal of most of the 
publishing houses that do issue catalogues to sell books directly to Israel. The 
development of the IME Collections requires a constant search for opportunities to 
improve our acquisition methods, including more frequent attendance at book fairs in 
the Middle East, as the political situation allows. Another direction to be explored 
is the possibility of collecting books in a digital format. For example, in November 
2011, NLI purchased 6,400 books of Arabic literature in two electronic collections 
(titled kotobarabia). In the near future the Collection will examine the success of 
this purchase and consider expanding this option to other languages. 

Major changes in the collection policy
Following the Master Plan for the renewal of the National Library, the new policy 
calls for a change in the prevailing concept; formerly, the Library acquired items 
mainly by following scholars’ requests. From now on, the primary and secondary fields 
of the Collection will be redefined and the scope of materials collected in them will 
be determined according to new standards. 

The National and University Library has always served both as a university and 
a national library. The acquisition patterns were adapted, above all, to the fields 
of research and the requirements of the Hebrew University’s faculty and students, 
alongside requests from guest scholars from Israeli and international institutions. 

With the new emphasis on NLI’s role in meeting the needs of independent scholars 
from the general public, alongside its traditional role of serving university faculty, 
NLI should develop practical and efficient systems that will enable it to serve a 
wider and more diverse audience. 

This change in conception of the collection policy has four important consequences: 
a) Introduction of levels of collection into the acquisition policy, which limits the 
acquisition of Central, Southern and Eastern Asian materials; b) Expansion of the scope 
of collection of materials pertaining to the modern and contemporary Middle East; c) 
Definition and development of a sub-collection devoted to Palestinian society and 
culture; d) Increased investment in electronic databases and in digitizing materials 
in order to make them accessible to the public via the NLI website. 
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Limiting acquisitions – Asia and Africa
In future, NLI will no longer purchase materials in non-European languages concerning 
regions outside of the Middle East (there are several important exceptions to this 
guideline: see below). This limited collection policy will have a substantial effect on 
the scholars studying Eastern, Central and Southern Asia, and on the work of scholars 
of Islam in sub-Saharan Africa. Instead, in the next few years NLI will acquire a basic 
reference collection, research surveys and selected electronic resources dealing 
with these regions, and efforts will be made to collaborate with other institutions in 
order to find efficient ways to make this material accessible. 

Expanding the Collection – the modern Middle East
Although the Library always collected materials related to the modern Middle East, 
the collection was stronger in the pre-modern period. The Middle East Collection in 
the modern period focused first and foremost on language, literature, history and 
religion, and between the 1980s and 2000, the Collection also included a basic 
collection on politics, sociology and anthropology. 

Henceforth, the IME Collection will collect materials on the Middle East in the 
modern period on a larger scale, in order to meet the needs of two target audiences: a) 
independent researchers from the general public and especially in the Arab community; 
b) students pursuing advanced degrees on the modern Middle East, the number of whom 
is steadily growing. The Collection will develop in two stages. The first stage, to be 
carried out in the next two years, builds upon the current collection of visual arts 
(see below), humanities and social sciences, and expands coverage of contemporary 
materials available through access to online sites and subscriptions to electronic 
books and journals. During the second stage, the Collection will be expanded to 
include material related to drama and the theatre, music and film, as well as material 
broadcast on TV and additional materials relating to everyday culture; this will be 
achieved through agreements for digital cooperation and/or subscriptions.

Defining the sub-collection related to Palestinian Arab society and culture
The IME Collection has always endeavored to attain the most comprehensive 
collection possible concerning Palestinian-Arab society and culture. Nevertheless, 
it is important to confirm and define the scope and rationale of this sub-collection. 
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Given that Jews and Palestinian Arabs live in close proximity, it makes sense that 
NLI should aspire to a comprehensive collection of materials pertaining to the 
Palestinian-Arab society and culture. Moreover, seeing that the culture of the Arab 
minority in Israel is enmeshed in a wider Palestinian culture (to such a degree that 
it is difficult or problematic for NLI to make a distinction between the two), logic 
dictates that NLI collect at a comprehensive level all material which supports the 
study of Palestinian culture and society. Ultimately, since no other local research 
library deals with this material, there is a real danger that the materials in question 
will not be accessible in future for study if NLI does not collect them actively. The 
details of the collection policy for this sub-collection appear below. 

Expanding the electronic resources
In the coming years, the Islam and Middle East Collection will undergo a technological 
shift from a traditional collection based primarily on printed books and journals 
to a hybrid physical-digital collection. This change will be coordinated as much as 
possible with other institutions both in Israel and abroad, and in consultation with 
scholars specializing in digital resources. The technological upgrades will be made 
accessible to the public in three ways: by acquiring external electronic databases, 
by scanning NLI material (including books, newspapers and manuscripts) and through 
collaboration with other institutions.

Coordination with the Mount Scopus Library and other Israeli institutions
NLI will endeavor to coordinate acquisitions with other Israeli institutions 
regarding material related to subjects beyond the Middle East and North Africa, 
such as Southeast Asia, East Asia, South Asia and Central Asia in the modern period, 
on condition that it will be possible to improve the inter-library loan system and 
bring down its costs. As a first step in this direction, NLI has begun coordinating 
acquisition with the Mt. Scopus Library regarding material related to Central and 
East Asia. However, on a national level, there are gaps in coverage, particularly in 
the area of Islam in Southeast Asia and possibly in South Asia.

In building the modern Middle East collection, NLI will examine ways to partner 
with the major Israeli research institutions in this field, such as the Moshe Dayan 
Center for Middle Eastern and African Studies, and also with similar institutions 
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abroad. In the next few years, NLI will examine options for digitizing journals in 
Arabic, first and foremost, local publications by Palestinian Arabs. Likewise, the 
Collection will examine ways to support efforts already underway in Israel in this 
regard, such as the Project for the Digitization of Early Palestinian Press at Givat 
Haviva or the AMEEL (Arabic and Middle Eastern Electronic Library) Project by Yale 
University and other institutions. All digitization projects will have to address the 
limitations imposed by copyright restrictions. 

Areas of selection and acquisition
The collection policy suggested here is based on the RLG (Research Library Group) 
Conspectus (see details in the Introduction). For the purposes of the IME Collection, 
level 4 is distinguished from level 3 by its collection of materials in the regional 
language (for example, Persian in Iran [level 4] is collected, but Urdu in Pakistan 
[level 3] is not); and level 3 is distinguished from level 2 in the extent/scope of 
research materials collected. For example, most studies in English about Islam in 
Pakistan in the 20th century are collected (level 3), as opposed to a representative 
collection of studies on Indonesia for the same period (level 2). It should be pointed 
out that these levels represent the general guidelines for the collection but are not 
hard and fast rules. 

Islam – religion and culture
Survey of selection by regions
The following table presents the optimal levels of collection of materials pertaining 
to various regions in the Muslim world, especially in the modern period. As noted 
above, the Collection will adopt a policy of broad coverage to support research (level 
4) on the Middle East and North Africa; concerning South Asia and the growing field of 
Muslims as a minority in Europe, collection will be at the instructional support level 
(level 3), and collection of materials on North Africa and South Africa will be at the 
basic information level (level 2). However, the Collection aspires to acquire annually 
at least one basic study on each of Muslim areas worldwide. 
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Chronological scope
Collection
levelRegion

UntilFrom

Present day7th century4The Middle East and North Africa

15th century8th century4Al-Andalus

Mid-19th century7th century4Central Asia

today18573Central Asia

19th century7th century4South Asia

Present day18003South Asia

3Western Europe

End of 19th century15th century4Central Europe, Eastern Europe, 

the Balkans

Present day18003Russia, Eastern Europe

3Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore, the 

Philippines, China

1Countries in South-East Asia with a 

very small or non-existent Muslim 

presence, such as Japan and Taiwan

2Nigeria, Senegal, Somalia, Ethiopia, 

Mali, Chad, South Africa

1Other African countries

2North America

1Latin America

Main subjects – pre-modern and modern Islam
The Islamic religion, classical and modern areas: biographical and genealogical 
literature; history, philosophy and theology; mysticism; science and mathematics in 
medieval Islam; ritual literature and literature pertaining to the praxis of religion; 
traditional customs; Muslim jurisprudence (fiqh), including fatwa literature; main 
sects in Shi’i Islam (including sub-groups such as the Twelver Shi‘is, the Zaydis and 
the Isma‘iliyya); Muslim sects (see details below); inner-Muslim polemics; reform 
and movements and movements of religious revival; relations between Muslims and 
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others; court protocols; political thought and market oversight (al-hisba); state and 
religion; gender and family; education; travel journals and geographical literature; 
numismatic studies; art and architecture; music; Islam and the Internet. 

New editions of classical works from the pre-modern period will be selected 
according to the quality of the edition. If NLI has an edition published in the last 
15 years, new editions will be purchased only if they are based on new manuscripts 
or on innovative critical methods vis-à-vis the editions held by NLI. Regarding 
encyclopedias of Hadith and Fiqh (Islamic jurisprudence) compendia, the Collection 
will privilege the acquisition of digital material based on reliable print editions 
(and which include clear references to these editions) as well as effective search 
engines over printed editions. 

Popular books intended to serve as instructional material about religious customs, 
and other popular works regarding ritual, such as the da‘wa literature, ritual manuals 
or guides for pilgrims, will be collected on a highly selective basis either to 
represent a certain trend or when the works in question were composed by a prominent 
figure or movement. Popular books on Sufism will be purchased only when they have 
a clear contribution to scholarship (for example, those written by prominent Muslim 
thinkers).

Books on the Islamic revival and general literature on the Salafiyya movement 
will also be acquired selectively, with the aim of representing phenomena in this 
field. In addition, the Collection will collect books that analyze these movements 
from the inside or that could be used as primary sources for scholars. 

The plethora of books published in recent years about Islam and terrorism and 
about jihad calls for a selective collection policy. Materials in European languages 
will be purchased only if they are academic studies, or if they were written by 
prominent figures, or if they are judged to be of interest for the general public. As 
a rule, books written by journalists will not be collected (unless they are based 
on unique research), especially in French and German. Material on these issues in 
Arabic, Persian and Turkish will be collected only if the work represents particular 
phenomena or streams, and/or it is academic and/or it is written by a prominent 
thinker. 

Material in Islamic Social Sciences which belong to the category of “Islamization 
of knowledge/science” and material on Islamic financial management will be collected 
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on a more selective basis and limited to material that is written by scholars or by 
leading Islamic figures. 

The IME Collection will continue to acquire material about Islamic sects from 
the pre-modern and the modern period according to the region. Main subjects include: 
marginal groups nominally affiliated with Islam or those which share historical 
origins with other Muslim groups, such as the Hawarij, the Ibadiyya, the Druze, the 
Alawites, the Yazids, and the Ahmadiyya. 

Language and literature – Arabic, Persian, Turkish
The following main subjects will be collected: pre-Islamic Arabic; philology and 
linguistics, poetry and prosody; belle-lettres (adab); folktales and popular stories; 
modern literature, modern poetry; modern Arabic dialects. Although the Collection will 
collect primary material in Arabic, Persian and Turkish, it will continue to collect 
Arabic material in as extensive a manner as possible, followed by Persian material, 
and it will be most selective with regard to Turkish material. In the next few years, 
NLI will focus its selection of Turkish language and literature on the late Ottoman 
material (from the 19th century – through to the dissolution of the Ottoman Empire 
in 1922) and on prominent writers and scholars of modern Turkey. Material from the 
early Ottoman period and material in Chagatay Turkish (early eastern Turkish) will be 
collected when requested by scholars. After establishing the mechanisms/criteria for 
the late Ottoman and early Turkish period, the ability of the Collection to select and 
acquire early Turkish materials on a more comprehensive basis will be reconsidered.

The Collection will purchase translations into Hebrew of prominent literary works in 
Arabic, Persian and Turkish and translations of works from Hebrew into Arabic or Persian.

The Collection will not purchase the following:
•	Translations	 into	 Arabic	 from	 other	 languages	 (other	 than	 Hebrew),	 unless	

specifically requested to do so by scholars; 
•	Abridged	editions	of	classical	works	in	modern	Arabic;
•	Juvenile	literature,	with	the	exception	of	Palestinian	literature.

The Middle East and North Africa in the modern period
In the humanities, in addition to subjects in languages, literature and religion (see 
details above), the Collection will include material on history (including research on 
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issues related to society, culture, politics, the military and the economy), visual arts, 
the performing arts (including dance, ethno-musicology and drama) and architecture. 
In the next few years, the Collection will begin building a representative sub-
collection of musical recordings from the Middle East and from North Africa, with a 
particular focus on Palestinian music and related traditions (see below). 

Regarding social sciences in the modern Middle East, the main subjects include 
source material and academic studies in the following fields: sociology, anthropology 
and politics, including the study of political institutions and movements, and a basic 
collection of Middle Eastern economics. The Collection will also acquire material in 
key subjects that cross disciplines, such as ethnicity and identity; gender and the 
family; urban studies; migration and immigration; conflicts over natural resources 
(such as water, oil and land borders); the major socio-political movements of the 20th 
and 21st centuries, such as Arab nationalism, communism, and socialism; and the 
recent trends of civic and social networks. 

Religious and ethnic minorities in the Middle East (excluding Jews), such as 
Zoroastrians and Bahais; literature relating to the experience of Christian groups as 
minorities in the Middle East, such as the Copts in Egypt and Maronites in Lebanon; 
and the experiences of groups who constitute ethnic minorities within the Middle 
East (and elsewhere), such as Kurds; Armenians in the Middle East; Circassians; 
Turkomans. In the last category, the IME collection will focus its acquisitions on 
these groups within the Middle East and will supplement as necessary to maintain a 
basic collection on the groups more generally. 

Palestinian society and culture
As noted above, the IME Collection aims to build a comprehensive research collection 
(between levels 4 and 5) in all areas of Palestinian society and culture, in a wide 
variety of formats, such as books, newspapers, journals, magazines (to be collected 
representatively), photo collections, textbooks, juvenile literature, maps, films, 
ephemera (representative collection) and music.

The IME Collection will aspire to a comprehensive collection of every book 
published in the areas under the jurisdiction of the Palestinian Authority and Gaza 
in the following subjects: prose literature, popular literature, poetry, juvenile 
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literature, academic studies, textbooks and cookbooks. In addition, the Collection 
shall aspire to a comprehensive collection of Palestinian literature written in the 
Diaspora, focusing on prose literature and research in the following areas: language and 
literature, history, government and politics, education, sociology and anthropology. 
The Collection will not collect academic studies in the natural sciences. 

Concerning newspapers, the Collection will collect every newspaper published in 
the Palestinian Authority and every cultural or literary magazine. In addition, the 
Collection will purchase, at a representative level, popular and local magazines (one 
magazine for women, one for children, one or two local publications from the West 
Bank and one from the Gaza Strip). 

Concerning ephemera, the Collection will collect material at a representative 
level and focus on materials pertaining to culture, politics and society, such as 
catalogues of new exhibitions, banners of political movements and any material 
related to elections.

Given the daunting challenge that this collection policy poses, the Collection 
will proceed in stages and examine options to create partnerships with institutions 
in Israel, such as the Dayan Center at Tel Aviv University.

D. 3. Formats

At the present time, the IME Collection holds books, journals, original manuscripts 
and a limited number of photocopies of manuscripts held in other libraries, archives 
of Jewish scholars of Islam and electronic databases. NLI will aspire to procure 
updated material in a variety of formats. 

Reference literature
The IME Collection will contain updated scholarly reference works in all of the 
original and research languages that it holds, including encyclopedias, biographical 
encyclopedias, bibliographies, dictionaries, manuscript catalogues, geographical 
lexicons, statistical surveys, maps and atlases. The Collection will acquire 
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electronic and digital sources wherever possible, with the aim of transforming most 
of the reference library into a digital library. New printed editions will be collected 
only if they are amongst the most important and frequently-consulted works (such as 
Brockelmann’s GAL). 

Journals
In general, the Collection will collect journals according to the definitions and scope 
described above, as far as the geographical and linguistic ranges are concerned. In 
any area defined at a collection level of 3 and above, the Collection will collect the 
academic journals published in the field. Concerning other Muslim regions (collection 
level 2), the Collection will collect only a small number of journals (1-3), in European 
languages or in Arabic, in order to make new research in the field accessible. 

The IME Collection will follow a general policy of purchasing digital subscriptions 
for most of the journals, and only the most important, or those which are most 
frequently used, will be purchased in print form as well provided that it will be 
possible to ensure access to the journals’ archives. 

Manuscripts
The IME Collection holds more than 2,000 manuscripts, mostly in Arabic and Persian, 
including 1,200 high-quality manuscripts (including beautiful and rare items) from 
the collection bequeathed to the Library by Abraham Shalom Yehuda. The policy of 
the IME Collection is to preserve these items, to publish a catalogue and to make it 
accessible to users, but not to expand the Collection in this direction; exceptional 
items will be considered in their own right and the Academic Director of NLI will be 
consulted. 

Electronic resources
In the next few years, the collection of electronic sources will be expanded in 
three directions: primary sources in the original languages; academic journals, and 
electronic books in Arabic. The Collection will seek out opportunities to acquire books 
in electronic formats, especially from countries from which it is difficult to acquire 
physical copies (such as Iran). The Collection will also acquire e-databases of local 
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newspapers in the original languages and in English, and will build a user-friendly 
interface for blogs, media sites and sites of governmental and regional organizations 
in the Middle East. For example, the Arab League has an extensive website in Arabic 
which contains an archive of reports: http://lasportal.org, accessed 26.12.2012). 
However, there is no way to ensure that scholars at NLI will have access in future to 
these electronic materials, unless it becomes possible to download them and preserve 
them in an archive. Finally, the Collection will consider the option of regulating and 
making accessible free online libraries, in accordance with copyright laws.

Publications issued by academic institutions and conference protocols
NLI will collect publications of academic institutions and research centers which 
are published on a regular basis, as well as one-time volumes published following 
conferences and workshops in all fields defined as belonging to collection level 4. 
Publications of this kind in fields defined as belonging to collection level 3 will be 
collected selectively. 

Gifts and bequests
The definitions of acquisitions for the Collection according to levels outlined in 
the table above do not apply to gifts and bequests in all that relates to the Muslim 
world. In other words, NLI will gladly accept gifts of books, journals, manuscripts and 
music related to Islam and Muslim cultures and languages from regions from which 
the Collection does not usually collect (in keeping with the rules and regulations 
governing the acceptance of gifts and bequests in general). This is a way to strengthen 
the Collection in areas in which acquisitions are limited (for example, from East Asia 
and Africa) due to budget restrictions.
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E. THE GENERAL HUMANITIES COLLECTION
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E. 1. Description of the Collection

The General Humanities Collection is one of the pillars of the National Library of 
Israel. The Collection became established and expanded especially during the term of 
S. H. Bergmann, director of the Library in the years 1920-1935. Whereas prior to that 
point, the main goal had been the collection of books related to Judaism, Bergmann – 
a librarian by training who was later appointed professor of philosophy – worked to 
establish a professional and high-quality collection in various sciences which would 
serve the Hebrew University, to which the Library was transferred in 1925. Under 
his directorship, the Collection was enriched especially in the humanities, with 
the addition of about 60,000 books in philosophy, religion, philology, art, history 
and geography. The current Collection includes a large number of important primary 
sources, research tools and research literature in the humanities, all of which 
are necessary to support advanced research, especially in three fields – history, 
classical studies, and the history of Christianity. In these fields, the Bloomfield 
Library for the Humanities and Social Sciences on Mount Scopus, which separated from 
NLI thirty years ago (see Introduction) is primarily a seminary library, which serves 
the needs of academic teaching. The General Humanities Collection also includes 
a large variety of reference tools, including encyclopedias, dictionaries in many 
languages and atlases. A growing number of these reference tools are online. 

In addition to specializing in the three areas mentioned above, the Collection 
also includes a wide variety of material in other fields acquired over the years, 
such as the history and geography of the regions beyond the Near East and Europe, 
linguistic studies of European languages, American history, belles-lettres in the 
original languages and in translation to Arabic and English, political sciences and 
international relations (history of regimes, political ideology, terror, human rights). 

The Sources of the Collection
The NLI General Humanities Collection was established and based on two main sources: 
the acquisition of books, and generous donations. The donations were mainly collected 
in Europe in the first half of the 20th century as well as whole libraries of renowned 
scholars. Over the years, the Library continued to receive many donations, with little 
evaluation of the contents. 
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The present condition of the Humanities Collection 
Like the other NLI Collections, the General Humanities Collection also lost ground 
during the Library’s lean years, in the 1990s, and especially in the first decade 
of the 21st century, when the acquisition of many series, updated literature and 
journals ceased. The renewal of the National Library is therefore an opportunity both 
to redefine the optimal scope of collection and to update the Collection.

E. 2. The Principles of Collection

The General Humanities Collection is different from the Judaica and Israel Collections, 
in which NLI aspires to reach an exhaustive representation of the literature in the 
relevant fields of knowledge and in which the policy is usually one of comprehensive 
collection. NLI has set out three main goals for the General Humanities Collection, 
according to which the Collection is based on selective acquisition. 

The Collection’s main goals
1) To provide support for advanced research (level 4; see Collection Levels in the 

Introduction) as far as the cultures of the three core areas of NLI are concerned – 
Judaism, Israel, Islam and the Middle East – in the humanities and social sciences. 

2) To represent selected fields in the humanities at an appropriate research level.
3) To provide the general public with general information in the humanities and 

social sciences, and in other subjects which are not related to the core areas of 
NLI (to be defined below).

Defining the areas of specialization and their levels of collection
The two most important guiding principles in the renewal process of the General 
Humanities Collection are the selection of the fields in which the Collection will 
specialize, and determination of the optimal level of collection in each field, as 
will be presented below. Since this is an existing collection – as opposed to a newly-
established one – our mission is to guide it in the correct direction. This means that 
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we must reexamine the collection methods in the humanities and social sciences and 
do one of the following:
1) Fill gaps created during the years in which acquisitions slowed and update the 

Collection in the selected fields.
2) Reduce or even cancel certain fields in which the Collection specialized in the 

past and in regard to which the policy has now changed. 
3) Better establish defined fields in which the existing Collection falls short. 
  
For a detailed description of fields that will be reduced, cancelled or added – see the 
end of this chapter.

The rationale for the selection of the areas of specialization 
The selection of the Collection’s main fields of specialization is dictated by 
its first two goals – supporting NLI’s three core areas, and enabling specialized 
research in defined subjects in the humanities. In order to build a comprehensive and 
professional collection, we aim to create an overlap, as much as possible, between 
these two aims. Thus, for example, the focus on the study of the Ancient Near East and 
the Mediterranean Basin is important in itself, but at the same time also lends very 
important support to the study of the history of the Jewish People during various 
periods from Biblical periods until modern times. 

The Collection’s two main areas of specialization are the cultures of the Ancient 
Near East and the Mediterranean Basin, areas in which the three monotheistic 
religions were born and developed, and Western culture, with which Jewish culture 
has interacted throughout history, and of which the State of Israel feels a part. It 
should be noted that this selection of areas of specialization does not constitute a 
real change vis-à-vis the Library’s previous practice – these are fields in which the 
Library has always specialized, and holds well-established collections (even if they 
are not always updated, due to financial constraints).

Another important consideration guiding the selection of areas of specialization 
is related to the collections of the Hebrew University’s Bloomfield Library on 
Mount Scopus. In order to avoid unnecessary duplications and based on cooperation 
with the University, both libraries will aspire to divide between them the areas 
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of specialization. Therefore, in fields in which there are well-established and 
broad research collections in the Mount Scopus Library, NLI will not invest in the 
development of a comprehensive research collection, but rather will rely on the 
existence of the University collection, even if these are subjects that fall within 
the ambit of the specialization of the General Humanities Collection. 

In addition to the areas of specialization in which NLI aims to offer materials 
at an advanced research level, NLI is also committed, according to the third goal 
described above, to offer basic but professional service to the general public in all 
areas of the humanities, in the social sciences which overlap with the humanities and 
in certain fields related to current affairs, at the discretion of the curator of the 
General Humanities Collection.

Determining the collection levels
The level of specialization is closely related to the target audience. The rating of 
these levels is based on the RLG Conspectus (see Introduction).  

Collection levels in the General Humanities Collection:
1) There is no comprehensive collection (level 5) in any field in this Collection.
2) The level of collection in the fields of specialization is at the research 

level (level 4).
3) Each level of collection also includes the levels beneath it. This means that 

in the fields of specialization too, NLI is committed to supplying basic literature 
to the general public and not only material intended for the use of specialists.

Research level (supporting advanced research, level 4) – the literature in the 
fields of specialization of the Collection is collected at the highest level of 
research, and therefore this literature should represent the cutting edge of the 
fields in question and serve scholars, advanced students and anyone addressing 
these subject at a research level, from Israel and abroad, from universities in Israel 
and in particular from the Hebrew University, for which NLI continues to serve as 
the main research library in the humanities. In addition, at this level, there will 
also be selective collection of materials which are not included in the fields of 
specialization, but are defined as supporting the core areas and are used by scholars 
of Judaica, Israel and Islam. 
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At the level of research collection (level 4), emphasis should be placed on 
primary sources in their original languages and in translation, and on auxiliary 
books which support use of these sources, including specialized dictionaries and 
reference works, as well as up-to-date studies which should be collected in a 
comprehensive and in-depth manner. Likewise, search tools and online databases 
such as Thesaurus Linguae Graecae or the Library of Latin Texts are of utmost 
importance; this applies to up-to-date bibliographical tools, such as Historical 
Abstracts, the International Medieval Bibliography or ITER - Gateway to the Middle 
Ages and Renaissance. The appearance of such resources should be closely followed, 
so that they can be acquired for the Collection. However, as noted above, acquisition 
will not be comprehensive, but rather selective.

Collection supporting academic research (level 3) – this level aims to supply 
background material to BA students and the general public in areas in which there is no 
specialization. This level includes a variety of subjects related to regions and cultures 
in which NLI has not chosen to specialize at a research level, but rather to supply up-to-
date, detailed and well-supported information at a very general level. A fair amount of 
the material in the General Humanities Collection is collected at this level.

Basic information level (level 2) and minimal level (level 1) – these levels 
include the most basic literature relating to fields that are not included in levels 
3 and 4. This includes mainly broad surveys, basic works, reference tools such as 
encyclopedias, dictionaries and handbooks intended to supply general information in 
wide fields of knowledge, including current affairs. 

The policy regarding social sciences
Since its establishment, NLI has not collected systematically in the social sciences, 
and therefore holds only random literature, acquired as needed. Until there is a 
decision regarding the establishment of a social science collection, two kinds of 
studies in this discipline will be collected:
1) Material of a general summary nature, broad surveys and first-class innovative 

books only.
2) Literature which directly supports NLI’s Core Collections. 
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E. 3. Collection levels - defining the fields

Research collection level (supporting advanced research, level 4)
Collection at this level will take place in two main fields (A and B below), and certain 
other subjects (C). The regions and topics included in these fields are as follows:

A. The Ancient Near East and the cultures of the Mediterranean Basin in all periods
Regions included: the Fertile Crescent (Mesopotamia, Syria, the Land of Israel, Egypt), 
Anatolia (=Asia Minor), Iran, the Arabian Peninsula, Egypt and North Africa (including 
Ethiopia), India (partial coverage; see below), Georgia, Armenia, Greece, Italy, Spain 
and Southern France. 

Subjects included: the cultures of the Ancient Near East until the time of 
Alexander the Great (330 BCE), including the cultures of Sumer, Babylon and Assyria; 
a number of Iranian cultures; the Hittite, Phoenician, Canaanite civilizations, 
among others; Hellenistic civilization throughout the East; Roman civilization 
in all areas under the control and influence of the Roman Empire, and alongside 
it, the Parthian civilization and Sasanian civilization, the pre-Islamic Arab 
civilization throughout the East; the civilization of Late Antiquity and during 
the Byzantine period (from the third century CE until the fall of the Byzantine 
Empire in 1453). Other civilizations included are the Armenian, Georgian, Coptic and 
Ethiopic civilizations, as well as cultures in India, insofar as these are related to 
the Iranian and Muslim civilizations. 

All of the above constitutes a cultural complex in the wide sense of the word, 
and includes primary and secondary literature of a historical nature, literature 
on religions, including various pagan religions, and the different forms of 
eastern Christianity (see below in the section titled “The History of Christianity”), 
prose literature originating in these cultures, archeology (including epigraphy, 
numismatics and papyrology), basic linguistic material in the relevant languages, 
art, geography of the Ancient Near East. 

However, it must be said that certain fields of specialization, which are not 
well-developed at present in the Collection and have a suitable alternative in the 
Hebrew University library on Mount Scopus, will not be included in the research 
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collection level, unless on a well-justified ad hoc basis. At present, these areas 
include Assyriology, Egyptology and art. In these fields, NLI will collect basic tools 
and academic literature at collection levels 2 -3, while primary sources and tools to 
support research will be selectively collected according to the curator’s assessment 
of their necessity and importance. 

B. Western culture from its inception until the present
This field focuses on the cultures and spheres of knowledge which are the basis of 
Western civilization. 

Regions included: England, Scotland, Ireland, France, Spain, Portugal, Germany, 
Austria, the Netherlands, Switzerland, Italy, Greece, the islands of the Mediterranean, 
the Balkans (Scandinavian countries will be collected only at level 3). 

Four main fields: Classical studies, European history, the history of Christianity 
and Christian theology, Western philosophy; these fields include the following 
subjects:
1) Classical studies – all manifestations of the Greco-Roman classical civilization 

(e.g., sources in history, literature and theatre, sciences, music), including new 
editions of classical texts that differ substantially from editions already 
held by NLI, especially critical editions; translations of the above-mentioned 
texts; epigraphy (building on the existing collection); papyrology; classical 
linguistics, new dictionaries (new editions of dictionaries already in NLI’s 
collections which are substantially different); specialized dictionaries 
in classical languages; reference tools and works in Classical studies; a 
representative selection of materials in archeology, art and numismatics.

2) European History – history in the broad sense of the word, meaning political, 
religious, social and economic history of Antiquity and Late Antiquity 
(overlapping with classical studies); Byzantine history (see also above – in 
these fields there is an overlap with the Mediterranean Basin); the history of 
the Middle Ages in Western Europe, especially France, England, Germany, Italy 
and Spain; the Renaissance, the early modern period, the modern period. In 
these fields, preference should continue to be given to source materials, to 
collections of primary sources of various countries, such as Monumenta Germaniae 
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Historica or Eighteenth Century Collection Online, to the translation of sources 
and to encyclopedias and specialist reference tools, such as Cambridge Histories 
or New Pauly Wissowa. Likewise, important updated research literature in the field 
should be collected. It should be emphasized that studies in the social sciences 
which overlap with history in the above-mention fields will also be collected. 

3) The History of Christianity and Christian theology - Early Christianity 
until the 4th century, the entire spectrum of eastern Christianity, and western 
Christianity, including all the various “heretic” movements (such as gnostic 
Christianity, the monophysite sects, Nestorians in the east, or Arianism, Catharism, 
Waldensianism and Huguenotism in the West). NLI shall continue purchasing series 
of collections of sources, such as Sources chrétiennes, Corpus Christianorum, 
as well as translations of sources. The writings of the Church Fathers, Eastern 
and Western, such as Patrologia Orientalis, CCSG (Corpus Christianorum Seria 
Graeca et Latina), CCSL, as well as updated research literature on the history of 
Christianity and Christian theology, shall also be collected. Special attention 
should be paid to Christian theological literature relating to Judaism and Islam.

It is important to update the various reference tools, such as dictionaries 
and the various specialist tools, which support the study of manuscripts and 
texts, as well as updated lexicons and encyclopedias about Christian history 
and theology.

An exception to this rule is the field of Christianity and theology in the 
modern period (20th and 21st centuries): in this context, we should focus on 
the main groups in Christianity which had substantial influence on western 
civilization and on Jewish history. Material regarding contemporary sects and 
various preachers most prevalent in the United States and the Far East who 
disseminate mostly missionary material should be collected only selectively, 
unless they are directly connected to Judaism and Israel.

4) Western philosophy – the following branches: metaphysics, logic, epistemology, 
ethics, political philosophy, philosophy of religion, philosophy of history, 
aesthetics, philosophy of science. 

In the above-mentioned branches of western philosophy, the Collection 
will specialize in the following periods and groups:
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Greek philosophy in ancient times (pre-Socrates, Plato, Aristotle, Hellenic 
philosophy, Neo-platonic philosophy).

Philosophy in the Middle Ages and the Renaissance – Christian Neo-
Platonism in the early Middle Ages, philosophy of religion, the “Golden Age” of 
philosophy (12th to 14th centuries; key figures - Augustine of Hippo, Johannes 
Scotus, Anselm, Roger Bacon, Bonaventura, Albertus Magnus, Thomas Aquinas); the 
renewal of classical philosophy in the Renaissance (Aristotelian, Hellenic and 
Neo-platonic philosophy).

Philosophy in the 17th and 18th centuries – prominent thinkers of the time, 
such as Descartes, Spinoza, Leibniz and Kant.

Philosophy in the 19th and 20th centuries – prominent streams in Continental 
philosophy, closely related to Jewish philosophers, including German idealism 
(Kant, Schelling, Hegel, Schleiermacher and others), phenomenology (Husserl and 
Heidegger who influenced Levinas and Derrida), existentialism (Kierkegaard, 
Nietzsche, Sartre, Camus), neo-Kantianism (Lange, Hermann Cohen, Troeltsch), 
Structuralism (Levi-Strauss, Derrida) and post-structuralism (Barthes, Foucault).

The General Humanities Collection will not specialize in Anglo-American 
analytical philosophy in the 20th century. This branch of philosophy has not been 
developed in the past at NLI, unlike in the library on Mount Scopus. In light of 
this, our Collection will collect this material only at level 3 and not at level 4. 

One must take into consideration the inter-disciplinary nature of French 
philosophical literature, which in its world view connects literature and thought, 
history and culture, philosophy and social sciences. 

C. Additional fields (to be collected at the research level, level 4).
1) Indo-European linguistics in ancient times and the Middle Ages – as far as the 

languages and regions included in the fields of specialization mentioned above 
are concerned.

2) Collection in the history and philosophy of sciences, medicine and technology 
(Edelstein, Friedenwald etc.) – this unique Collection is of international value 
and it is made up of unique collections donated to the Library in the past. NLI 
will continue to collect important literature in these fields in order to keep the 
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Collection updated and able to serve scholars. 
 The fields included in this Collection are the history of science and 

technology in ancient times and the Middle Ages, including the history of scientific 
and technological innovations in mathematics, alchemy and chemistry, physics, 
astronomy, biology, botany, the history of industry and technology, the history of 
medicine with emphasis on Jewish medicine (the Friedenwald Collection), popular 
medicine, magic. There may be a certain degree of overlap with certain fields 
of history and with the IME Collection (see Appendix: Coordination between the 
Collections). 

 An upper chronological limit has been set for collection in the field of the 
history of science and technology: innovations up until 1950 will be collected, 
since later ones do not yet fall within the definition of “history”. Another reason 
for setting this limit is that scientific and technological innovations in the 
modern period take place at an extremely rapid rate and therefore call for broad, 
comprehensive and thorough collection, which is beyond NLI’s capabilities. 

 The materials included in the philosophy of science stretch from ancient 
times until the present, including contemporary environmental, scientific and 
ethical issues.

 It should be noted that even though the Collection is included in the research 
specialization (level 4), collection here will be highly selective and will focus 
on high-quality studies and major topics (in any case, a high degree of overlap 
with the specialization in philosophy is possible). 

3) The history of books and libraries – this is a new area of specialization, 
which until now has been collected only in a representative fashion. The General 
Humanities Collection will strengthen and deepen its specialization in the fields 
of the book and the library, both since over the years, books have been the main 
means for the preservation of knowledge, and libraries have emerged around them 
from ancient times onwards, and because we are now in the midst of a radical 
process of change as far as the role of the book and its design in the digital age 
are concerned. 

 In this field, NLI will collect items which deal with the history of the book 
in various cultures, including the role, status and influence of books, their 
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character, structure and appearance (pagination, illustration, manuscripts, 
fonts, printing, binding etc.) and the contemporary changes brought about by 
technological advances in the present.

4) Japanese culture – the origins of this collection are in a donation made by Ms 
Sigée in her parents’ memory. Based on this original donation, a special collection 
was established over the years. At present, the collection includes rare books 
and prints and important literature in Japanese art, theatre and literature. Even 
though it has been decided that NLI will not specialize in subjects related to 
the Far East, and that the building of a research specialization collection will 
take place in future in the Department of East Asia at the Hebrew University (see 
attachment “Rationalization”), NLI is committed to the donor, and therefore will 
continue to hold this unique collection and to collect important publications in 
this field.

E. 4. Collection at the academic research support level (level 3)

The General Humanities Collection functions at the academic research support 
level (level 3) first and foremost as a supporting collection for the three Core 
Collections – the Judaica, Israel and IME Collections. In addition, materials will 
be collected at level 3 in several areas, such as literature, art, music, social science, 
jurisprudence and education, which support research in the areas of specialization 
(level 4). 

Subjects included in the support areas of the three Core Collections – history, 
archeology, geography and cartography, philosophy, theology, religious studies, 
literature, linguistics of the relevant languages (bilingual dictionaries [with 
preference given to English] and grammars), music, art, sociology and anthropology, 
political science, economy and society, the history of jurisprudence and education 
and more – as the need arises, of societies and cultures which are directly related to 
the Core Collections. 

The nature of the supporting literature – the focus should be on comprehensive 
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works, preferring these to specific studies. The latter will be purchased only if they 
are directly related to the Core Collections. 

Language of the supporting literature – the preferred languages are Hebrew, 
English, French, Russian and German. Works in other languages will be purchased if 
their subject matter is vital to supporting the Core Collections and they have not 
been translated into one of the preferred languages. 

Supporting the Judaica Collection
Collection areas:
A. The Mediterranean Basin throughout history: Almost entirely collected at 

the research level (level 4) in the General Humanities Collection (see above). 
Therefore, support of the Judaica Collection calls merely for a special emphasis, 
since there is an extremely wide spectrum of cultures from the Ancient Near East 
–Hellenistic, Roman-Byzantine, Persian and eastern Christian world – all of which 
are closely related to regions and events in Jewish history. 

B. Western Europe in the Middle Ages and the Modern period, history and culture: 
Included in level 4 in the General Humanities Collection, and therefore it is 
necessary only to enhance collection in regard to subjects related to Judaism.

C. Cultures of Eastern Europe: A substantial Jewish presence in Eastern Europe 
from the second century CE necessitates collection to support the study of the 
region’s cultures, including Russia (the USSR and the Russian Empire), Bulgaria, 
Montenegro, Macedonia, Slovenia, Slovakia, Serbia, Poland, the Czech republic, 
Croatia, Hungary, Romania. 

 However, unlike the lively cultural  dialogue between the Jews and their 
surroundings in Western Europe, the cultural dialogue with the Jews in Eastern 
Europe was mostly limited. Therefore, in this area, collection at the academic 
research level (level 3) is sufficient. As noted above, if a specific need for 
broader support arises in the Judaica collection, NLI will also collect literature 
at the advanced academic research level (level 4).

D. North Africa and Latin America: An important and sustained Jewish presence 
in these two areas, and close relations between the Jews and the surrounding 
cultures, calls for more substantial support. Therefore the choice of collection 
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at level 3 rather than level 4 is solely the result of practical considerations. 
The establishment of a comprehensive research collection in the history of North 
America and Latin America is a most demanding task which is not one of NLI’s 
priorities (see the Master Plan).Therefore, collection at level 3 will usually be 
preferred, and if the need arises, material will also be collected at level 4. 

E. India, China, Australia and South Africa: As far as the Jewish communities 
in these areas in all periods are concerned, collection will be at the academic 
research support level (level 3).

Supporting the IME Collection
The Judaica Collection, the IME Collection and the General Humanities Collection 
together cover the subjects included in the General Humanities Collection at 
collection level 4; supporting the IME Collection therefore calls for extra emphasis.

However, certain regions which are not well-represented in these Collections and 
in which specialization is important for the purposes of supporting the IME Collection 
will be the responsibility of the General Humanities Collection. For this reason, NLI 
will continue to specialize at level 3-4 in the area of Central Asia, as it has done 
until this point, since developments in this region have a direct effect on Muslim 
history, while as far as the Indian sub-continent is concerned, NLI will continue 
collection at level 3. Support concerning additional countries in which there is a 
Muslim presence will be considered if the need should arise. 

A general remark: it should be noted that as a supporting collection, the General 
Humanities Collection should focus on material relevant to the Core Collection and 
be careful about over-extending itself in areas which fall outside of the scope of the 
Core Collections: for example, concerning Latin America, our specialization shall be 
mainly on Jews and the Inquisition (level 4), whereas in regard to the Mayan and Inca 
cultures, collection shall be for the purposes of general knowledge (levels 1-2).

Basic information level (levels 1-2)
This level includes the areas in which the General Humanities Collection will supply 
only a basic infrastructure, meaning the collection of general literature which 
will supply basic knowledge (level 2) and collection at a minimal level (level 1). 
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Collection at these levels is intended mainly to meet the needs of high school pupils, 
the educated public and scholars in need of background literature. This infrastructure 
is intended to supply first-stage and general knowledge, which, however, is up-to-
date and of high quality. It will offer reference literature, encyclopedias and books 
of a summary nature encompassing topics and wide areas of knowledge which are not 
included in the first two levels (levels 3 and 4 described above). 

NLI’s aim is also to be able to also serve as a high-quality public library for 
the study of central fields in which the general public is interested.

The fields of collection:
A. Social Sciences: NLI will purchase up-to-date basic literature, which summarizes 

approaches in sociology and anthropology, political sciences and international 
relations. Emphasis should be placed on contemporary issues, such as gender, 
terror, human rights, ecology, globalism, as well as on political figures, central 
events, and other issues which resonate with the public.

B. Jurisprudence: the most basic, non-specialist literature which summarizes basic 
elements, principles and approaches in the central fields in law and jurisprudence. 

C. Poetry and prose: Classical works and works which have been awarded major 
prizes, in all cultures – in the original languages, if written in English, French, 
German, Russian, Italian and Spanish, and in Hebrew and English translations from 
other languages; as well as survey literature about prominent authors and literary 
trends.

D. Art: Literature about prominent artists or trends in the history of art and major 
innovations in contemporary art.

E. Music: Literature about prominent composers and major trends in the history of 
music which are not included in NLI’s areas of specialization, or literature about 
contemporary trends in music. 

F. History and geography of regions not included in the research or support 
collection levels (levels 3 and 4): Basic literature on level 1 relating to the 
history and geography of countries in the Far East, Scandinavia, Australia, Africa etc. 
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Languages of the material collected
The General Humanities Collection will give priority to the collection of material 
in English and Hebrew. Relevant academic research literature will also be collected 
in French and German. Literature in other languages will be purchased when it is 
central to an issue – such as Spanish in regard to the Inquisition, Italian in regard 
to Italian Jewry or the history of Italy, Russian in regard to Russian Jewry, Greek 
and Russian in regard to Byzantine Studies. At the support level (level 3), the 
literature purchased will be mainly in Hebrew and English, and at times also in 
other languages, as defined above. 

E. 5. Formats

Electronic Formats
Among NLI collections, the General History Collection is that which includes the 
largest number of printed and electronic journals and electronic databases as a result 
of its three aims described above. In both print and electronic formats, the Collection 
supplies a broad and comprehensive basis of support, both for the Core Collections 
and for the areas of specialization of the humanities. Due to the rapid development 
of electronic databases, NLI should follow closely the emergence of new databases 
relevant to the areas of specialization and aspire to purchase the most important 
and central ones, insofar as budget constraints allow. Regarding journals, the goal 
is to move over to the use of a digital format as much as possible, but to continue 
to purchase print copies of the important journals, until NLI has the capability to 
properly preserve digital material. Once this has been achieved, NLI will consider no 
longer collecting print copies. 

Manuscripts and archives
The General Humanities Collection holds numerous manuscripts and archives donated 
in the past to NLI, but NLI does not intend to expand these collections in the area of 
the humanities of its own initiative unless they are found to be relevant to the Core 
Collections.
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F. APPENDIX: RATIONALE FOR THE    
  CHANGES IN THE COLLECTION POLICY,  
  GENERAL HUMANITIES COLLECTION
Since NLI resources are not unlimited, and in order to avoid overextension, the 
NLI Master Plan determines that the General Humanities Collection research 
specializations should be as focused as possible, and should offer an appropriate 
representative collection at this level and in other fields in which specialization 
is at a lower level.

Areas in which collection will move from academic level (level 4) to lower 
levels of collection (levels 1-3):
A. In both of the fields included in the Eastern Cultures Collection, known as the 

Africa-Asia Collection – dealing with the Far East and sub-Saharan Africa – 
collection will no longer be at the academic level. 

Regarding the cultures of the Far East, which include China, Japan, Korea, 
and Vietnam, and the relevant materials of which had been collected until now 
at a high level (level 4-5), these fields will now be collected at the basic 
information level (level 2); since this area has no direct connection to the core 
areas as defined by the Master Plan, some of the material in this collection has 
been transferred, based on an agreement between NLI and the Hebrew University of 
Jerusalem, to the Mount Scopus Library, and this library now holds the specialist 
collection in the cultures of the Far East at the academic level.

Regarding India and related topics, collection on the academic support level 
(level 3) will continue; on topics related to Central Asia, collection will continue 
on the advanced research level (level 4), due to their influence on Muslim culture, 
included in the Core Collection of Islam and Middle East.

In regard to sub-Saharan African cultures, collection will be at the minimal 
level (level 1), since these are not directly related to NLI’s Core Collection, 
unlike North Africa, which plays an important role in relation to the core area 
of Islam, both in the ancient period and under Muslim rule until the present day. 
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B. Concerning the history of the United States of America, Latin America and 
Eastern Europe, collection will be at the academic research support level (level 
3). Holding comprehensive research collections in these fields is a demanding 
enterprise which was not given high priority in NLI’s Master Plan. In these fields, 
the collection will maintained at level 4 only in regard to literature supporting 
the areas of Israel and Judaica, or if a specific need arises for support in one of 
the core areas of NLI’s Collections.
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G. APPENDIX: COORDINATION BETWEEN  
  THE COLLECTIONS IN CONVERGING FIELDS

Naturally there are many points at which NLI Collections converge. The aim of 
this Appendix is to map out these converging areas and to determine the areas of 
cooperation between the Collections, and the boundaries of the responsibility of each 
Collection to select materials and to budget for acquisitions in the converging areas.

Defining the main areas of convergence
A) Points of convergence between the Judaica Collection and the General 

Humanities Collection
The links and reciprocal social and cultural influences between Jewish society 

and other societies in Antiquity (the Ancient Near East, Persian society, Hellenistic 
society, the Romans, the Byzantines) in Byzantium, Eastern Europe, Western Europe, 
and in other regions which are not under Muslim control or in Israel. 

B) Points of convergence between the Judaica Collection and the IME Collection
  Jews under Muslim rule; social and intellectual ties and polemics between Jews 

and Muslims; Islam’s attitude towards Judaism and Jews.
C) Points of convergence between the IME Collection and the General Humanities 

Collection
Arabs in the pre-Islamic period; Christians under Muslim rule in all periods; 

social and intellectual relations and polemics between Muslims and Christians; 
relations between Islam and Christian political entities and groups in particular, 
and non-Muslim groups in general (for example, with Byzantium throughout the 
Middle Ages; relations with the Carolingian Empire and the Holy Roman Empire, 
with Christian states in the Mediterranean Basin, with the Crusaders, the Mongols, 
the relations between the Ottoman Empire and states in Europe in the modern 
period).

D) Areas of convergence between the three Collections – Judaica, IME and the 
General Humanities Collection
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Encounters and mutual relations between the religions (monotheist and others) 
and the social and cultural world of these religions. Mutual cultural and social 
influences in the east and in Spain between the various religions under Muslim 
rule. Subjects related to the legal status of the members of other religions, for 
example, the status and situation of non-Muslims under Muslim rule, or the status 
of Muslims and Jews in Christian Spain. 

E) Points of convergence between the Israel Collection and the other three 
collections
1) Palestinian Arabs, Islam in Israel and the Israeli-Arab conflict, Muslims and 

Islam in the State of Israel – convergence with the IME Collection.
2) Christian Arabs in the State of Israel – convergence with the IME Collection, 

and with the General Humanities Collection.
3) Western Christianity in the State of Israel – convergence with the General 

Humanities Collection.
4) Judaism in the State of Israel – convergence with the Judaica Collection.
5) History of the Land of Israel – convergence with the Judaica Collection, the 

IME Collection and the General Humanities Collection.
•	 With the Judaica Collection – the Land of Israel in the time of the First and 

Second Temples, the periods of the Mishnah and the Talmud, Jewish settlement 
in the Land of Israel in the early Muslim period, the Crusader, Mamluk and 
Ottoman periods

•	 With	 the	 IME Collection – the Land of Israel in the early Muslim period, 
Muslims in the Crusader period, the Ayyubid, Mamluk and the Ottoman rules.

•	 With	the	General Humanities Collection – the cultures surrounding the Land 
of Israel in the first and second centuries BCE, the Persian, Hellenistic, 
Roman, Byzantine cultures, Christians under Muslim rule, Crusaders, Christian 
pilgrimage to the Land of Israel throughout history, the eastern Christianity 
groups, the activities of western Christian groups in the Land of Israel in the 
modern period. 
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Policy concerning areas of convergence

A) Selection in the areas of convergence
The selection of material in the converging areas will be coordinated between the 
curators in order to address the issue of the points of convergence in the best 
way possible, and to avoid gaps in the collection which might result without such 
cooperation.

In any case of convergence between the Collections, the curator responsible for 
the main thematic field will take the lead. Thus, for example, material pertaining to 
the Jews of Persia and literature in Judeo-Persian or Judeo-Arabic, will be selected 
by the curator of the Judaica Collection, with the assistance of the curator of the 
IME Collection; literature about Jews in Germany will initially be the responsibility 
of the curator of the Judaica Collection, whereas literature about the attitude of 
German society and German culture towards the Other, and Jews in particular, will 
be selected by the curator of the General Humanities Collection, in consultation 
with the curator of the Judaica Collection if necessary; Arab culture in the State of 
Israel will be first and foremost the responsibility of the IME Collection curator, 
while Israel’s policy towards Israeli Arabs will be the responsibility of the Israel 
Collection curator. It is imperative that the curators consult and update each other 
in order to reach an agreed policy concerning the areas of convergence between the 
Collections.

  
B) The acquisitions budget in the areas of convergence
The budget from which the items will be acquired will be determined by the collection 
for which they are intended and which will benefit most from them. Thus, for example, 
Antisemitic literature will be purchased by the Judaica Collection, while Arab 
Antisemitic literature written in the State of Israel will be purchased by the Israel 
Collection. Literature about Islam in the State of Israel will be purchased by the 
IME Collection Curator; literature about Christian pilgrims to the Land of Israel 
will be purchased by the General Humanities Collection, and literature about Jews in 
Christian Spain will be purchased by the Judaica Collection. In cases in which the 
material in question has equal benefit for two Collections, the Collections will share 
the cost between them.
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However, it should be noted that the General Humanities Collection collects 
literature both in its area of specialization and in its role as a supporting 
collection for the other Collections. In this case, the relevant criterion for budgetary 
considerations will be the role of “supporting a collection” (from the General 
Humanities Collection’s budget) as opposed to direct relevance to the Collection 
(from the budget of the Collection in question). For example: literature about Russian 
society and culture at the end of the 19th century and at the beginning of the 20th 
century supports the Israel Collection, and therefore will be purchased by the General 
Humanities Collection; on the other hand, the place of Russian culture in the waves of 
immigration to the Land of Israel is directly related to the Israel Collection, and thus 
will be purchased by this Collection; literature about various countries in Europe in 
which Jews lived supports the Judaica Collection, and thus will be purchased by the 
General Humanities Collection, while literature about Jewish communities in these 
countries will be purchased by the Judaica Collection.


